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A MINIMALIST APPROACH TO
CORPORATE INCOME TAXATION
Herwig J. Schlunk*
N ever-shrinking hallmark of our federal income tax system is
the apparent double taxation of some, but not all, business in-
come. That is, some business income ultimately flows to the
human shareholders of C corporations. These corporations pay corpo-
rate income tax on the taxable income they generate. Then, as and when
such corporations distribute their after-corporate-income-tax income to
their human shareholders (or equivalently, as and when their human
shareholders sell their shares in such corporations), the human sharehold-
ers pay individual income tax on the amounts so distributed (or equiva-
lently, on their capital gains).
In this paper, I will characterize the subset of business income that is
more or less inescapably subjected to apparent double taxation and will
defend the propriety of imposing apparent double taxation on such sub-
set. Further, I will characterize the subset of business income that is more
or less never subjected to double taxation and will defend the propriety
of exempting most of such subset from double taxation. In particular, I
will argue that, as a positive matter, the subset of business income that is
more or less inescapably subjected to apparent double taxation can be
described as all income generated by a small class of self-created intangi-
ble assets that I call "ephemeral intangible assets": a class that includes
the very ephemeral goodwill, going concern value and workforce-in-
place, as well as the slightly less ephemeral trademarks and trade names.
I will also argue that the subset of business income that is more or less
never subjected to double taxation can usefully be described as all income
generated by all other assets. Then, I will argue that, as a normative mat-
ter, there is a defensible reason for the corporate income tax and hence
an apparent double tax to be imposed on the income generated by
ephemeral intangible assets, and that this same reason applies to other
self-created intangible assets as well. I will further argue that there is a
defensible reason for double taxation not to be imposed on the income
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generated by assets other than self-created intangible assets. Thus, to the
extent that the corporate income tax is currently imposed on some in-
come generated by assets other than self-created intangible assets (and it
currently is imposed on some such income), the tax law should be
amended to repeal such imposition. And, to the extent that the corporate
income tax is currently not imposed on some income generated by self-
created intangible assets (and it currently is not imposed on some such
income), the tax law should be amended to ensure such imposition.
This paper is divided into six sections. The first section contains a sim-
ple numerical illustration of the effects of asset taxation: it demonstrates
how the imposition of an income tax on the returns generated by a pro-
ductive asset affects the fair market value of such asset and, as a conse-
quence, the fair market value of the inputs that are used to create such
asset. The second section examines certain efficiency consequences of as-
set taxation. In particular, it contrasts two potential regimes of asset taxa-
tion: one in which the income generated by different productive assets is
made subject to a wide range of tax rates, and another in which the in-
come generated by different productive assets is made subject to a more
narrow range of tax rates. The second section demonstrates that a regime
of the former type may well induce taxpayers to behave less efficiently
than a regime of the latter type. Because of this it would not be irrational
for a government that has enacted a regime for taxing the income gener-
ated by productive assets to view favorably all amendments to its regime
that have the effect of narrowing the range of tax rates imposed on such
income, and to view unfavorably all amendments to its regime that have
the effect of widening the range of tax rates imposed on such income.
The third section switches focus from a tax regime that taxes differently
the income generated by different productive assets, to a tax regime that
taxes differently the income generated by a single productive asset, where
such difference is determined by the legal form of the entity that uses
and/or owns the asset. The current Federal income tax regime is one such
regime: income generated by a productive asset that is either used or
owned by a taxable corporation may be subject to both the corporate
income tax and the individual income tax; income generated by a produc-
tive asset that is neither used nor owned by a taxable corporation is only
subject to the individual income tax. In such a regime, a not at all surpris-
ing phenomenon can be expected to occur: taxpayers will attempt to use
and/or own productive assets in such a way that the most favorable possi-
ble tax rules apply to them. Thus, taxpayers have developed ownership
structures that allow taxable corporations to use and/or own productive
assets but that keep the income generated by such assets out of the reach
of the corporate income tax.
The fourth section recognizes a limit on the ability of taxpayers to keep
the income generated by productive assets out of the reach of the corpo-
rate income tax. In particular, ephemeral intangible assets are frequently
incapable of being either used or owned by any taxpayer other than a
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taxable corporation. Therefore, it is not generally possible to develop
ownership structures that can keep the income generated by ephemeral
intangible assets out of the reach of the corporate income tax. The fifth
section argues that this is a good thing. It notes that the apparent double
taxation of income generated by ephemeral intangible assets is effectively
at most single taxation. Thus, such apparent double taxation serves a
very useful function: it creates some measure of parity between the taxa-
tion of ephemeral intangible assets and the taxation of other productive
assets. Or phrased in the language of the second section, the apparent
double taxation serves to insure that a more narrow range of tax rates is
imposed on productive assets than would be the case if, for example,
ephemeral intangible assets could generally be owned outside of taxable
corporate solution. (Unfortunately, since self-created intangible assets
other than ephemeral intangible assets can generally be owned outside of
taxable corporate solution, they are not necessarily similarly subject to
beneficial apparent double taxation.)
The sixth section contains some suggestions for policy makers. While
the current regime for taxing the income generated by productive as-
sets-a regime that rather rationally imposes a relatively narrow range of
tax rates on such income-may be more the product of dumb luck and
taxpayer self-help than of sound policy, it is in its effects not an entirely
bad regime. Thus, it should not be discarded in favor of a tax regime
(such as one featuring complete corporate integration) that would make
it easier for taxpayers to achieve the rather extreme effective income tax
rate of zero. Rather, the current regime should be amended to better
ensure that income generated by productive assets other than self-created
intangible assets is as rarely as practicable made subject to double taxa-
tion, but that income generated by self-created intangible assets is as
often as practicable made subject to double taxation. Such amendments
can be incremental, or not. For incrementalists, I offer some obvious sug-
gestions. For example, in the case of productive assets other than intangi-
ble assets, Congress and the IRS should tolerate and even encourage the
use of taxpayer ownership structures designed to keep the income gener-
ated by such assets out of the reach of the corporate income tax. On the
other hand, in the case of self-created intangible assets, Congress and the
IRS should do everything within their power to prevent the income gen-
erated by such assets from escaping the reach of the corporate income
tax. For nonincrementalists, I offer an alternative structure for entity in-
come taxation.
I. A SIMPLE NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECTS
OF ASSET TAXATION
Suppose that Bubba is a potential owner of a given productive nonfi-
nancial asset. Bubba knows that the asset can only be created by making
use of a fixed quantity of real resources: in this case, one year of Sissy's
labor. Bubba also knows that the asset, once created, will produce an
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annual pre-tax real output of 10 in perpetuity. That is, the asset will pro-
duce a fixed amount of an undifferentiated consumer good, called "stuff,"
and that amount of stuff can be sold at a price of 10.1 Finally, all relevant
markets are competitive: Bubba must compete with other potential own-
ers of productive assets for the right to buy the given asset and Sissy must
compete with other potential creators of productive assets for the right to
create the given asset. Under these predicates, what determines the
amount that Bubba is willing to pay for the asset? One factor that enters
into the determination is interest rates. Thus, by fiat, I will set the after-
tax market interest rate in my economy equal to 10% (with a flat term
structure). A second factor that enters into the determination is the in-
come tax rules that apply to the asset and/or to Bubba as the owner of
such asset.
To illustrate, assume that all periodic cash flows generated by the asset
are exempt from income taxation in Bubba's hands.2 In addition, assume
that Bubba is not entitled to any cost recovery (such as depreciation or
amortization) prior to the ultimate disposition of the asset. If so, Bubba
will be willing to pay 100 for the asset. Moreover, if Bubba turns out to
be the marginal owner of the asset, the asset will have a cost (and an
initial fair market value) of 100. See Table 1, which illustrates the first
five years of the asset's life and includes, as a Year Five pre-tax cash flow,
the then residual value (100) of the asset's remaining future pre-tax cash
flows.
TABLE 1: TAX-EXEMPT ASSET OWNED DIRECTLY BY
ULTIMATE BENEFICIAL OWNER
Value of
Year Pre-Tax Cash After-Tax Cash Discount Rate Owner Cash
0 (100.00) (100.00) 1.00 (100.00)
1 10.00 10.00 1.10 9.09
2 10.00 10.00 1.21 8.26
3 10.00 10.00 1.33 7.51
4 10.00 10.00 1.46 6.83
5 110.00 110.00 1.61 68.30
NPV 0.00
Of course, even if Bubba will be the ultimate beneficial owner of the
asset, that does not necessarily mean he will be the legal owner of the
asset. That is, for a variety of reasons, Bubba may choose or indeed be
required to own the asset indirectly. So assume that the asset either must,
or in any event will, be legally owned by a taxable corporation. And as-
sume, as before, that the asset's periodic cash flows are exempt from in-
come taxation in the hands of the asset's legal owner, which is now a
1. In economic jargon, this means that Bubba is a "price taker" when it comes to
selling the asset's output.
2. Although some municipal bonds are currently subject to a complete tax exemp-
tion, I am not aware of any productive asset that enjoys such tax treatment. Accordingly,
this discussion is purely illustrative.
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corporation. But, assume that amounts distributed by such corporation
to the asset's beneficial owner, that is, Bubba, are not tax exempt.
Rather, these amounts are taxed at a uniform 15% rate.3 Under these
assumptions, it follows that Bubba will be willing to pay 85 for the asset.
Moreover, if Bubba (through a taxable corporation) turns out to be the
marginal owner of the asset, such asset will have a cost (and an initial fair
market value) of 85. In tax argot, the income tax imposed on Bubba, the
ultimate marginal beneficial owner of the asset, has been capitalized into
the cost (or fair market value) of the asset. See Table 2, which illustrates
the first five years of the asset's life and includes, as a Year Five pre-tax
cash flow, the then residual value (100) of the asset's remaining future
pre-tax cash flows.
TABLE 2: TAX-EXEMPT ASSET OWNED BY CORPORATION
Corporate Corporate Owner
Pre-Tax After-Tax After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Cash Owner Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 (85.00) (85.00) 0.00 (85.00) 1.00 (85.00)
1 10.00 10.00 (1.50) 8.50 1.10 7.73
2 10.00 10.00 (1.50) 8.50 1.21 7.02
3 10.00 10.00 (1.50) 8.50 1.33 6.39
4 10.00 10.00 (1.50) 8.50 1.46 5.81
5 110.00 110.00 (16.50) 93.50 1.61 58.06
NPV 0.00
Of course, the periodic cash flows generated by most productive assets
are not, in the hands of their legal owners, exempt from income taxation.
Thus, assume that if Bubba owns the asset, he will be taxed at a 30% rate
on the periodic cash flows it generates. In addition, assume that the tax
law allows Bubba no depreciation or other cost recovery prior to the as-
set's disposition.4 In this case, Bubba, as the owner of the asset, would
report annual taxable income of 10 and would be required to make an-
nual income tax payments of 3 (30% of 10). Such tax payments will re-
duce the value of the asset in Bubba's hands, and so will depress the price
he is willing to pay for it. Indeed, under these assumptions, Bubba will
only be willing to pay 70 for the asset. See Table 3.
3. In order to avoid the complexities posed by deferral, I will assume that the same
15% rate applies even to after-tax amounts that the corporation could distribute but
chooses to retain. If I relaxed this assumption, Bubba as the beneficial owner of the asset
would potentially achieve higher after-tax cash flows than those illustrated in Table 2 and
would, as a consequence, be willing to pay more for the asset.
4. For example, the current income tax treatment of land follows this pattern.
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TABLE 3: PERIODIC CASH FLOWS TAXED: NO
DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE
Value of
Year Pre-Tax Cash Tax After-Tax Cash Discount Rate Owner Cash
0 (70.00) 0.00 (70.00) 1.00 (70.00)
1 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.10 6.36
2 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.21 5.79
3 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.33 5.26
4 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.46 4.78
5 110.00 (33.00) 77.00 1.61 47.81
NPV 0.00
Not surprisingly, if Bubba either chooses or is required to own the asset
indirectly through a taxable corporation, the amount he is willing to pay
will be further depressed. Thus, suppose that taxable corporations pay
tax at a marginal rate of 30% on the taxable income generated by the
asset, and that Bubba must additionally pay tax at a 15% rate on the
after-corporate-income-tax amounts distributed to him. In such case,
Bubba will only be willing to pay 59.50 for the asset. See Table 4.
TABLE 4: CORPORATE OWNERSHIP OF ASSET: PERIODIC
CASH FLOWS TAXED; NO DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE
Corporate Corporate Owner
Pre-Tax Corporate After-Tax Owner After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Tax Cash Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 (59.50) 0.00 (59.50) 0.00 (59.50) 1.00 (59.50)
1 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.10 5.41
2 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.21 4.92
3 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.33 4.47
4 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.46 4.06
5 110.00 (33.00) 77.00 (11.55) 65.45 1.61 40.64
NPV 0.00
The availability of cost recovery allowances, such as depreciation de-
ductions, will affect the amount that Bubba is willing to pay for the asset.
To see this, assume that an amount spent to purchase the asset can be
recovered through five-year straight-line depreciation. 5 Maintaining the
assumption that Bubba faces a 30% income tax rate, and adding the as-
sumption that the income tax is refundable (or equivalently, that Bubba
has sufficient taxable income from sources other than the asset to be able
to make current use of any taxable loss created by the depreciation de-
ductions), Bubba will be willing to pay 90.61 for the asset. See Table 5.
5. It is worth noting that the asset illustrated in the text does not, in an economic
sense, depreciate. Thus, any depreciation allowance, including in particular the five-year
straight-line depreciation allowance in the illustration, is so-called "accelerated deprecia-
tion." Current tax law provides for a myriad of different types of accelerated depreciation.
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TABLE 5: ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
Value of
Year Pre-Tax Cash Tax After-Tax Cash Discount Rate Owner Cash
0 (90.61) 0.00 (90.61) 1.00 (90.61)
1 10.00 2.44 12.44 1.10 11.31
2 10.00 2.44 12.44 1.21 10.28
3 10.00 2.44 12.44 1.33 9.34
4 10.00 2.44 12.44 1.46 8.49
5 110.00 (27.56) 82.44 1.61 51.19
NPV 0.00
On the other hand, if Bubba either chooses or is required to own the
asset indirectly through a taxable corporation, he will only be willing to
spend 73.76 on its purchase. See Table 6.6
TABLE 6: CORPORATE OWNERSHIP;
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
Corporate Corporate Owner
Pre-Tax Corporate After-Tax Owner After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Tax Cash Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 (73.76) 0.00 (73.76) 0.00 (73.76) 1.00 (73.76)
1 10.00 1.43 11.43 (1.72) 9.71 1.10 8.83
2 10.00 1.43 11.43 (1.72) 9.71 1.21 8.03
3 10.00 1.43 11.43 (1.72) 9.71 1.33 7.30
4 10.00 1.43 11.43 (1.72) 9.71 1.46 6.63
5 110.00 (28.57) 81.43 (12.22) 69.21 1.61 42.98
NPV 0.00
Finally, consider the fastest of all modes of accelerated depreciation.
Thus, assume that the tax code allows the entire cost of creating or ac-
quiring the asset to be immediately deducted.7 Again, assume that
Bubba is able to make use of the tax loss created by such deduction, and
so is able to turn such tax loss into immediate cash in the form of a tax
refund. Under this assumption, Bubba will once again be willing to pay
100 for the asset, which is not surprising given the well-known congru-
ence of immediate deductibility and tax exempt returns. See Table 7.
6. In order to generate Table 6, I made two additional assumptions. First, although
the corporation has no taxable income in the first four years (the depreciation allowance
for the asset exceeds the cash generated by the asset), I assumed that the amounts distrib-
uted by the corporation are fully subject to tax at Bubba's 15% rate. This would occur if
the corporation has taxable income from sources other than the asset. Second, I assumed
that Bubba does not annually realize any part of the loss he experiences with respect to his
corporate equity. That is, under my assumptions, the value of Bubba's equity will predict-
ably fall from 73.76 to 59.50 over the course of the five-year period, a fact that would lead
an astute shareholder to attempt to annually sell and repurchase his shares, thus realizing a
potentially useful taxable loss. (The wash sales rules would, of course, prevent Bubba from
recognizing his losses in any too direct way.) Note that the net effect of each of these
assumptions is to depress the amount of after-tax cash generated by the asset. Thus, in the
absence of these assumptions, Bubba would be willing to pay somewhat more than 73.76.




TABLE 7: COST OF ASSET SUBJECT TO
IMMEDIATE EXPENSING
Value of
Year Pre-Tax Cash Tax After-Tax Cash Discount Rate Owner Cash
0 (100.00) 30.00 (70.00) 1.00 (70.00)
1 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.10 6.36
2 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.21 5.79
3 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.33 5.26
4 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.46 4.78
5 110.00 (33.00) 77.00 1.61 47.81
NPV 0.00
Not surprisingly, if Bubba either chooses or is required to own the asset
indirectly through a taxable corporation, he will be willing to pay only 85.
See Table 8.
TABLE 8: CORPORATE OWNERSHIP OF ASSET SUBJECT TO
IMMEDIATE EXPENSING
Corporate Corporate Owner
Pre-Tax Corporate After-Tax Owner After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Tax Cash Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 (85.00) 25.50 (59.50) 0.00 (59.50) 1.00 (59.50)
1 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.10 5.41
2 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.21 4.92
3 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.33 4.47
4 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.46 4.06
5 110.00 (33.00) 77.00 (11.55) 65.45 1.61 40.64
NPV 0.00
What do these results tell us? To evaluate them, it is important to re-
member that each of the "various" assets described above is economically
identical and, indeed, could be nothing more than a possible incarnation
of a single asset, differentiated from every other incarnation solely by the
applicable tax rules. Thus, the entire difference in the amounts that Bubba
is willing to pay for these assets and hence, provided that Bubba is di-
rectly or indirectly the marginal owner of these assets, in the cost and
initial fair market value of these assets is a result of the tax rules that are
applied to them.
Moreover, the ultimate fair market value of the given asset simply re-
flects the asset-specific allocation of its real output-its social value-be-
tween the government and its non-governmental beneficial owners. To
illustrate, note that in every case, the social value of the asset, given my
assumption of 10% after-tax market interest rates, is exactly 100. If the
real output generated by the asset is exempt from income tax, it should
be intuitively clear that the government shares not one whit in the asset's
social value. Thus, not surprisingly, Table 1 illustrates that such asset will
have a fair market value of 100; the asset's entire social value accrues to
non-governmental beneficial owners. If, on the other hand, the real out-
put generated by the asset is uniformly taxed at a 15% rate, it should be
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intuitively clear that the government has allocated to itself 15% of the
asset's social value. Indeed, Table 2 confirms that such an asset will have
a fair market value of 85. That is, when 15% of the asset's social value of
100 is allocated to the government, exactly 85 remains to non-governmen-
tal beneficial owners. (Table 3 repeats this analysis with a uniform 30%
income tax rate; Table 4 repeats it with a uniform 40.5% income tax rate.)
When allowances for accelerated depreciation enter into the analysis,
the exact allocation of an asset's social value between the government
and its non-governmental beneficial owners generally ceases to be intui-
tively obvious. Nonetheless, such an allocation continues to exist. More-
over, as illustrated in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8, the actual allocation continues
to exhibit some features that comport with intuition. Thus, the fraction of
the social value of a given asset that is allocated to the government is
never negative, at least so long as the allowance for depreciation does not
exceed the actual cost of the asset. (In the limit, when the entire cost of
the asset is immediately deducted, the fraction of the social value allo-
cated to the government is zero. See Table 7.) In addition, the fraction of
the social value of a given asset that is allocated to the government can
never exceed the nominal tax rate effectively imposed on the marginal
beneficial owner of the asset. (In the limit, when the degree of accelera-
tion of the depreciation slows down to zero, the fraction of the social
value allocated to the government is exactly the effective nominal tax rate
of the marginal beneficial owner of the asset. See Tables 2, 3 and 4.)
Finally, the fraction of the social value of a given asset that is allocated to
the government falls as the degree of acceleration of depreciation in-
creases. Compare, for example, Tables 3, 5, and 7.
II. THE CONSEQUENCES OF DIFFERENTIAL
ASSET TAXATION
What implications does the foregoing have for tax policy? From a soci-
etal standpoint, none of these "various" assets is any better or any worse
than any other. That is, each asset generates exactly the same real output
without otherwise increasing or decreasing the society's store of produc-
tive resources. Thus, one might conclude that a government which has
the maximization of real output as its primary objective would have no
reason to prefer one tax treatment to another. It could simply announce
a possibly asset-specific tax rule for every asset. The announcement
would lead to an instantaneous one-time adjustment to the fair market
value of every asset. This adjustment would capitalize the effect of the
tax rule applicable to such asset. Concomitantly, the announcement
would lead to an instantaneous one-time adjustment to the wage that any
given laborer could charge for one year of her labor. If all went well, in
spite of such one-time adjustments, the asset would continue to be cre-
ated and productively employed, and so would continue to generate the
same real output it would have generated absent the government's an-
nouncement. Of course, the allocation of social wealth would generally
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be altered (in particular, the shares of the government and of the various
laborers would change), but the aggregate level of social wealth would
not be. All in all, this is a reasonably happy story.
Unfortunately, it is not a terribly realistic one. Not all societal re-
sources are used to create assets that produce output for extended peri-
ods of time. That is, some or even most societal resources are used to
create goods that are immediately consumed. Thus, in keeping with the
numbers used in my illustrations, suppose that Sissy's labor could be used
to create not only the productive asset in question, but also a consump-
tion good with an identical social value of 100. Under this assumption,
and again assuming a competitive market, Bubba, who is a potential
buyer of Sissy's labor and who intends to use such labor to create the
consumption good, will pay Sissy a wage of 100. Why?
Following the methodology used in Section 1, Bubba will pay an
amount for Sissy's labor equal to the net present value of all of the after-
tax cash directly or indirectly generated by the consumption good Sissy
creates. This after-tax cash consists of two components: the after-tax
sales proceeds Bubba will realize upon selling the good to an ultimate
consumer, and the tax savings Bubba will realize by virtue of any cost
recovery deductions he receives with respect to his payment to Sissy. By
hypothesis, Bubba's sale of the good generates a single immediate pre-tax
cash flow of 100, which for income tax purposes is a fully taxable gross
receipt. If Bubba is assumed to pay tax at a 30% marginal rate, the net
present value of this cash flow is 70. It follows that Bubba will pay 100 to
Sissy if, and only if, such entire payment is immediately deductible. Only
in that case will Bubba's cost recovery deductions generate tax savings
with the requisite net present value of exactly 30. Fortuitously, under
current tax rules, Bubba's entire payment to Sissy is indeed immediately
deductible, either as an ordinary and necessary compensation expense or
as the cost of goods sold. Thus, as advertised, Bubba will pay Sissy a
wage of 100.
Of course, this means that Sissy will prefer having her labor used to
create the consumption good rather than the productive asset, unless the
tax treatment afforded to the productive asset is one-such as the one
illustrated in Table 1 or Table 7-that denies any participation by the
government in the social value of such asset.8 Consequently, a positive
amount of participation by the government in productive assets will, all
else being equal, affect the margin between consumption and savings/in-
vestment (that is, the creation of productive assets). For example, if
Sissy's labor can create either a consumption good with a social value of
8. Note that the government will still garner revenue from the mere fact of the asset/
good's creation, even though it does not "participate" in the social value of the asset/good
itself. The reason is that the wages paid to Sissy to create the asset/good are fully taxable
(since Sissy has no tax basis in her human capital). The question at hand is not this reve-
nue, which the government will get no matter how Sissy's human capital is employed. The




95 or a productive asset with a social value of 100, but an initial fair mar-
ket value of 90.61 (because the tax rules illustrated in Table 5 apply), she
will choose the former. This choice results in a real decline in social well-
being: a social value of 95 is created when a social value of 100 is possible.
Obviously, such an inefficient allocation of societal resources-in this
case Sissy's labor-is not a good thing. But it is not a surprising thing
either: it is well-known that an income tax (as opposed to a consumption
tax) promotes consumption at the expense of savings/investment.
Unfortunately, an inefficient allocation of societal resources can occur
even when Sissy's labor will be used to create a productive asset, irrespec-
tive of the tax rules that are applied to the income produced by various
productive assets. For example, suppose that Sissy's talents are such that
her labor cannot be used to create any consumption good at all. In this
case, it is nonetheless possible that Sissy would substitute the creation of
a socially inferior, but privately superior, productive asset for the creation
of a socially superior, but privately inferior, one. Indeed, suppose that
Sissy can create either an asset with a social value of 95, which is taxed
according to the rules set forth in Table 1 (that is, the returns generated
by the asset are tax exempt), or an asset with a social value of 100, which
is taxed according to the rules set forth in Table 5 (that is, the asset is
subject to five-year straight-line depreciation). If Sissy creates the former
asset, she will be paid a wage of 95; if she creates the latter, she will be
paid a wage of only 90.61. All else being equal, she will choose to create
the former. Thus, once again there is an inefficient allocation of societal
resources. This inefficiency results from the mere existence of tax rules
that impose different effective tax rates on the income generated by dif-
ferent productive assets.
In general, the potential social loss due to any given laborer's prefer-
ence (as illustrated in the case of Sissy above) for creating productive
assets that are subject to the lowest possible effective income tax rates is
greatest when there is a widely varying range of possible effective income
tax rates. Thus, suppose that Sissy can create either of two productive
assets: the first with a social value of 60 is subject to the tax rules set forth
in Table 1; the second with a social value of 100 is subject to the tax rules
set forth in Table 4. Under these predicates, Sissy will earn a wage of 60
if she creates the first asset, and a wage of 59.50 if she creates the second.
Thus, she will create the first asset, at a private gain of 0.50 and a social
loss of 40. On the other hand, if the range of effective income tax rates
were slightly smaller, Sissy would not find it in her self-interest to substi-
tute the socially inferior asset for the socially superior asset. Hence, the
social loss would disappear entirely.
What is true for a single laborer may well also be true for laborers in
the aggregate. Consider the following simulation. Suppose an economy
consists of 375 laborers, each of whom can create only productive assets.
Suppose that each laborer can create exactly two different such assets.
And, suppose that all productive assets have social values of 100, 90, 80,
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70, or 60. To create a uniform distribution of laborers, suppose that
twenty-five laborers have the skills required to create either one asset
which has a social value of 100 or a second asset which also has a social
value of 100; twenty-five laborers have the skills required to create either
one asset that has a social value of 100 or a second asset that has a social
value of 90; twenty-five laborers have the skills required to create either
one asset that has a social value of 100 or a second asset that has a social
value of 80; and so on. (There are fifteen possible combinations of asset
values in all.) Thus, the maximum possible amount of social value that
can be created is 32,500. This amount will be created if each and every
one of the 125 laborers who is capable of creating an asset with a social
value of 100 chooses to do so; and if each and every one of the 100 labor-
ers who is not capable of creating an asset with a social value of 100 but
who is capable of creating an asset with a social value of 90 chooses to do
so; and so on.
Now suppose that the returns generated by productive assets are taxed
at one of five possible effective tax rates: 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%.
Suppose further that such effective tax rates are spread uniformly across
the 375 laborers. For example, of the twenty-five laborers who have the
skills required to create either an asset that has a social value of 100 or an
asset that has a social value of 90, one laborer faces a tax rate of 0% with
respect to the asset that has a social value of 100 and a tax rate of 0%
with respect to the asset that has a social value of 90, one laborer faces a
tax rate of 0% with respect to the asset that has a social value of 100 and
a tax rate of 10% with respect to the asset that has a social value of 90,
and so on. (There are twenty-five possible combinations.) Table 9 illus-
trates the choices that will be made by the twenty-five laborers who have
the skills required to create either an asset that has a social value of 100
or an asset that has a social value of 90. As can be seen, ten of these
laborers either will or potentially will 9 choose to create an asset that is
socially inefficient. Such inefficient choices will result in an aggregate so-
cial loss of 95.
9. It turns out that one laborer will be indifferent between the two assets. Accord-
ingly, I assume there is a 50% chance that she chooses the one and a 50% chance that she
chooses the other. From this it follows that the social value she creates is 95, rather than
either 90 or 100.
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TABLE 9: INEFFICIENT CHOICES UNDER WIDELY VARYING
TAX RATES (100/90)
Private Value of Asset with Social Value of 90
0% tax 10% tax 20% tax 30% tax 40% tax
90 81 72 63 54
Private Value 0% tax 100 100 100 100 100 100
of Asset 10% tax 90 95 100 100 100 100
with 20% tax 80 90 90 100 100 100
Social Value 30% tax 70 90 90 90 100 100
of 100 40% tax 60 90 90 90 90 100
Of course, an identical table can be generated for all fifteen sets of
twenty-five laborers. The summary of such tables is presented in Table
10. Note that fifty-five laborers either will or potentially will make ineffi-
cient choices under this tax rate structure, and that the aggregate social
loss from such inefficient choices is 730.
TABLE 10: AGGREGATE INEFFICIENT CHOICES UNDER



































Suppose now that the government narrows the set of possible effective
income tax rates that are applied to productive assets. Thus, any asset
that had been taxed at a 0% effective rate will henceforth be taxed in-
stead at a 10% effective rate, and any asset that had been taxed at a 40%
effective rate will henceforth be taxed instead at a 30% effective rate. I
assume that the 375 laborers have exactly the same opportunity sets as
before, except to the extent that such opportunity sets are impacted by
the altered tax regime. Table 11 illustrates the choices that will be made
by the twenty-five laborers who have the skills required to create either
an asset that has a social value of 100 or an asset that has a social value of
90. As can be seen, eight of these laborers will continue to choose to
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create an asset that is socially inefficient. And the aggregate social loss
resulting from such inefficient choices will be 80.
TABLE 11: INEFFICIENT CHOICES UNDER NARROWLY
VARYING TAX RATES (100/90)
Private Value of Asset with Social Value of 90
10% tax 10% tax 20% tax 30% tax 30% tax
81 81 72 63 63
Private Value 10% tax 90 100 100 100 100 100
of Asset 10% tax 90 100 100 100 100 100
with 20% tax 80 90 90 100 100 100
Social Value 30% tax 70 90 90 90 100 100
of 100 30% tax 70 90 90 90 100 100
Again, an identical table can be generated for all fifteen sets of twenty-
five laborers. The summary of such tables is presented in Table 12. Only
thirty laborers will or potentially will make inefficient choices under the
modified tax rate structure, and the aggregate social loss from such ineffi-
cient choices will fall by approximately 50%, to 360.
TABLE 12: AGGREGATE INEFFICIENT CHOICES UNDER
NARROWLY VARYING TAX RATES
Possible Assets Bad Choices Social Loss
100 and 100 0 0
100 and 90 8 80
100 and 80 0 80
100 and 70 0 0
100 and 60 0 0
90 and 90 0 0
90 and 80 8 70
90 and 70 4 40
90 and 60 0 0
80 and 80 0 0
80 and 70 6 50
80 and 60 0 0
70 and 70 0 0
70 and 60 4 40
60 and 60 0 0
Total 30 360
While this simulation supports the proposition that applying a narrowly
varying range of effective tax rates to productive assets may well lead to
fewer inefficient choices than applying a widely varying range of rates, it
does not prove that it must be so. The benefit that was achieved by nar-
rowing the range of possible effective tax rates was that fewer laborers
found it in their self-interest to substitute the creation of a socially infer-
ior productive asset for the creation of a socially superior productive as-
set. This result is robust so long as this kind of substitution is the only
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possible kind. But as I have already noted, it is not. Some laborers will
be able to substitute the creation of a consumption good for the creation
of a productive asset. Thus, the elimination of the 0% effective tax rate
with respect to certain productive assets will induce some laborers to sub-
stitute the creation of a socially inferior consumption good for the crea-
tion of a socially superior productive asset. On the other hand, the
elimination of the 40% effective tax rate with respect to certain produc-
tive assets will induce some laborers to substitute the creation of a so-
cially superior productive asset for the creation of a socially inferior
consumption good.
It is hard to predict the net effect of these offsetting substitutions. To
run a simulation along the same basic lines of the one above, assume that
there are 125 laborers, each of whom can create either a single productive
asset or a single consumption good. Assume that productive assets have
social values of 100, 90, 80, 70, or 60, and that consumption goods like-
wise have social values of 100, 90, 80, 70, or 60. Assume that exactly five
laborers have the skills required to create either a productive asset with a
social value of 100 or a consumption good with a social value of 100; that
exactly five have the skills required to create either a productive asset
with a social value of 100 or a consumption good with a social value of 90;
and so on. Finally, assume that productive assets are initially burdened
with effective tax rates of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, or 40%, and that these
rates are spread uniformly across the laborers under consideration.
Under these assumptions, twenty-four laborers either will or potentially
will make socially inefficient choices (uniformly, choosing to create an
untaxed consumption good when a socially superior, albeit taxed, produc-
tive asset could have been created), which inefficient choices will lead to
an aggregate social loss of 350. See Table 13. In that table, the vertical
axis shows the potential productive asset and the horizontal axis shows
the potential consumption asset that can be created by given sets of five
laborers; the inner boxes then report how many of such laborers either
make or potentially make socially inefficient choices and what the aggre-
gate social loss resulting from such inefficient choices will be.
TABLE 13: INEFFICIENT CHOICES BETWEEN PRODUCTIVE
ASSETS AND CONSUMPTION GOODS UNDER WIDELY
VARYING TAX RATES
Social Value of Possible Consumption Good
100 90 80 70 60
Social 100 0 for 0 4 for 35 3 for 50 2 for 45 1 for 20
Value 90 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30 2 for 40 1 for 30
Of Possible 80 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30 2 for 40
Productive 70 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30
Asset 60 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0
Now suppose that the government narrows the set of possible effective
tax rates applied to productive assets. Thus, any asset that has been taxed
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at a 0% effective rate will henceforth be taxed instead at a 10% effective
rate, and any asset that has been taxed at a 40% effective rate will hence-
forth be taxed instead at a 30% effective rate. I assume that the 125
laborers have exactly the same opportunity sets as before, except to the
extent that such opportunity sets are impacted by the altered tax regime.
Only one laborer who previously made a socially efficient choice now
potentially makes a socially inefficient choice: this laborer previously cre-
ated an untaxed productive asset with a social value of 100, but is now
indifferent (since such asset is taxed at a 10% effective rate) between
creating such asset and creating an alternative consumption good with a
social value of 90. On the other hand, three laborers who previously ei-
ther made or potentially made socially inefficient choices now either
make or potentially make socially efficient choices. For example, one la-
borer was previously indifferent between creating a productive asset with
a social value of 100 but subject to a 40% effective tax rate and creating a
consumption good with a social value of 60. This laborer, when con-
fronted with merely a 30% effective tax rate, clearly prefers to create the
socially efficient productive asset. See Table 14, which summarizes the
simulation. Twenty-three laborers either will or potentially will make
inefficient choices, and the aggregate social loss from such choices is 290.
TABLE 14: INEFFICIENT CHOICES BETWEEN PRODUCTIVE
ASSETS AND CONSUMPTION GOODS UNDER NARROWLY
VARYING TAX RATES
Social Value of Possible Consumption Good
100 90 80 70 60
Social 100 0 for 0 5 for 40 3 for 50 2 for 30 0 for 0
Value 90 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30 2 for 40 0 for 0
of Possible 80 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30 2 for 40
Productive 70 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 3 for 30
Asset 60 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0 0 for 0
Thus, under my predicates, a government that narrowed the range of
effective tax rates that it applied to the income generated by productive
assets would see a benefit in the form of an increased amount of efficient
taxpayer behavior, not just on the part of taxpayers who were constrained
to create only productive assets, but even on the part of taxpayers who
were capable of creating either productive assets or consumption goods.
Of course, this demonstration is not proof that every narrowing of the
range of effective tax rates applied to productive assets must inevitably
lead to efficiency gains; pathological fact patterns could be devised where
the opposite is true. Nonetheless, it does provide support for the proposi-
tion that a government could and, in the absence of conflicting data,
should choose to impose a relatively narrow range of effective tax rates
on the income generated by productive assets.
Indeed, there is a second reason for a government to make such choice:
the imposition of widely varying effective tax rates on the income gener-
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ated by various productive assets can have detrimental consequences
above and beyond the inefficient behavior so far described. In particular,
Bubba, the purchaser of the productive asset created by Sissy, may find it
in his interest to change, dispute, or perhaps even misrepresent the tax
character of such asset in order to garner a lower effective income tax
rate. For example, suppose that productive assets are burdened with ef-
fective tax rates ranging from 0% to 40%. And suppose that the asset
that Sissy creates is, or at least is generally believed to be, an asset that is
subject to a 40% effective tax rate. If such asset has a social value of 100,
it follows that Bubba will pay Sissy a wage of exactly 60 to create such
asset (or, in the alternative, will acquire such asset from Sissy for a
purchase price of exactly 60 after Sissy has created such asset). That is,
the entire burden of the 40% effective tax rate is imposed on Sissy;
Bubba simply adjusts the wage or purchase price he pays to insure him-
self of a 10% after-tax return.
However, once Bubba owns the asset, he has an opportunity to in-
crease his return by generating a small windfall. In the best possible case,
he might assert that the asset is not in fact one of the type that makes it
subject to a 40% effective tax rate, but rather one that is of the type that
makes it subject to a 0% effective tax rate. If Bubba can sustain this
assertion, then the asset he purchased for 60 magically mutates in his
hands to an asset with a value of 100.10 Moreover, this potential windfall
may induce Bubba to expend real resources to help insure that he can
sustain his assertion. For example, he may expend real resources to actu-
ally change the character of the asset. Or he may expend real resources
hiring accountants and lawyers to create and defend clever arguments as
to why the asset's character really is one that qualifies it for a 0% effec-
tive tax rate. And so on. If, as I assume to be the case, none of these
expenditures affects the real output generated by the asset, it follows that
all of these expenditures are socially wasteful.
In the limit, if Bubba is confronted by a potential windfall of 40, he will
be willing to waste up to 40 of real resources in his effort to secure such
windfall. Similarly, whatever the size of the potential windfall, Bubba
will be willing to waste real resources up to such amount in his effort to
secure the windfall. In particular, if Bubba is confronted by a smaller
potential windfall, he will be willing to waste a smaller amount of real
resources. Since any narrowing of the range of effective tax rates im-
posed on productive assets will inevitably decrease the size of Bubba's
potential windfall, it follows that a mere narrowing of such range will
generally lead him to waste smaller amounts of real resources in his
recharacterization efforts. And that, without more, is a good thing.
10. It is possible to view Bubba's windfall as coming either at the expense of the gov-
ernment or at the expense of Sissy.
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III. KEEPING INCOME OUT OF TAXABLE
CORPORATE SOLUTION
One particular rule that, in part, determines how income generated by
some productive assets is taxed can and inevitably will have a significant
"behavioral" effect in addition to the ones set forth in the preceding sec-
tion. This is the rule that imposes a corporate income tax on certain in-
come earned by a taxable corporation. Thus, suppose that Sissy can
create an asset with the economic characteristics discussed in Section 1.
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, if such asset generates income that is
tax-exempt, Sissy will earn a higher wage or equivalently will be able to
sell her asset for a higher price-in either case 100, rather than 85-by
creating such asset for or selling such asset to any taxpayer other than an
equity-funded taxable corporation. And as can be seen from Tables 3 and
4, if such asset generates income that is fully taxable, Sissy will earn a
higher wage or will be able to sell her asset for a higher price-in either
case 70, rather than 59.50-by creating such asset for or selling such asset
to any taxpayer other than an equity-funded taxable corporation. And so
on. In each and every case Sissy will earn a higher wage or will be able to
sell her asset for a higher price by creating the given productive asset for,
or by selling the given productive asset to, any taxpayer other than an
equity-funded taxable corporation. It follows that an equity-funded taxa-
ble corporate potential purchaser/user of such asset will not be able to
purchase/use it unless either (1) there is no potential purchaser/user of
such asset that is not an equity-funded taxable corporation, or (2) if there
is a potential purchaser/user of such asset that is not an equity-funded
taxable corporation, the equity-funded taxable corporate potential pur-
chaser/user can find a way to pay for its purchase/use of such asset with-
out resorting to equity funding. While Section 4 will demonstrate that the
first of these conditions applies to certain assets, it does not apply in gen-
eral. Fortunately, in most cases where the first condition does not apply,
the second condition does. That is, an equity-funded taxable corporate
potential purchaser/user of Sissy's asset will generally have little difficulty
finding a way to pay for its purchase/use of such asset without resorting to
equity funding.
For example, suppose that Sissy's asset is subject to the tax rules illus-
trated in Tables 3 and 4. And suppose that Bubba Co., an equity-funded
taxable corporate potential purchaser/user of the asset is interested not so
much in having legal title to such asset but rather in being able to use
such asset in its business. Bubba Co. must find a way to pay Sissy 70, or
in any event the equivalent of 70, in order to successfully compete with a
potential purchaser/user of such asset that is not an equity-funded taxable
corporation. I assume without loss of generality that Sissy is willing to
accept an income stream that has a net present value of 70, in lieu of a
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single cash payment of 70.11 If so, Bubba Co. can accomplish its goal of
being able to use the asset by leasing the asset from Sissy. Since the asset
generates for its user fully taxable cash flows of 10 per annum, Bubba Co.
as the user of the asset will be able to afford to make fully deductible
lease payments in any amount up to 10 per annum. Moreover, since lease
payments in any lesser amount will not provide Sissy with an income
stream of the requisite net present value, it follows that Bubba Co. will be
required to make lease payments of exactly 10 per annum. Note that this
lease agreement ensures that all income that is generated by Sissy's asset
will stay safely out of the reach of the corporate income tax, notwith-
standing the fact that Bubba Co., a taxable corporation, makes use of
such asset in its business.
Would anything change if Bubba Co. cared not only about being able
to make use of Sissy's asset in its business, but also about having legal
title to such asset? Suppose Bubba Co. believes that the limitations
placed on its use of the asset in a purchase agreement will be less onerous
than the limitations placed on its use of the asset in a lease agreement.
While this would surely be a rational belief if Bubba Co. used equity fi-
nancing to purchase the asset, it may or may not be a rational belief if
Bubba Co. uses debt financing. And as already noted, Bubba Co. must
use debt or debit-like financing, because equity financing will permit it to
pay no more than an insufficient amount-59.50-for the asset. Fortu-
nately, Bubba Co. can pay the required 70 if it resorts to debt financing. I
assume without loss of generality that Sissy is willing to accept, in lieu of a
single cash payment of 70, a note that has a net present value of 70.12 If
so, Bubba Co. will offer and Sissy will accept a note that has a principal
amount of 70 (payable in the infinite future) and that pays annual interest
at a rate of 14.29% or, equivalently, in the amount of 10 per annum.
Bubba Co. will be able to afford to make such fully deductible interest
payments because, as the owner and user of the asset, it will receive the
asset's fully taxable cash flows of 10 per annum. Moreover, Bubba Co.
will be required to make such payments because payments in any lesser
amounts will not provide Sissy with a note of the requisite net present
value. Importantly, the illustrated debt-financed purchase of Sissy's asset
allows Bubba Co., a taxable corporation, both to own such asset and to
make use of such asset in its business, but ensures that all income that is
generated by such asset will stay safely out of the reach of the corporate
income tax.
11. If not, Bubba Co. must find an investor, Sassy, who has 70 of cash available for
investment and who is willing to exchange such cash for an income stream that has a net
present value of 70. Bubba Co. must then persuade Sassy to buy the asset from Sissy in
exchange for 70 of cash, and to allow Bubba Co. to use the asset in exchange for an income
stream that has a net present value of 70.
12. If not, Bubba Co. must find an investor, Sassy, who has 70 of cash available for
investment and who is willing to use such cash to purchase a note with a net present value
of 70. Bubba Co. must then persuade Sassy to buy the asset from Sissy in exchange for 70




Would anything change if the asset that Sissy creates is not the asset
illustrated in Tables 3 and 4, but is rather the asset illustrated in Tables 5
and 6? That is, the asset still produces fully taxable cash flows of 10 per
annum, but now is subject to an allowance for depreciation as well.
Under these predicates, Bubba Co., a taxable corporate potential pur-
chaser of the asset, would not be able to successfully compete with poten-
tial purchasers of the asset that are not taxable corporations unless it
were able to pay a purchase price of 90.61. Can it structure a note of such
net present value for Sissy? The answer, again, is yes, provided only that
Bubba Co. has taxable income from sources other than the given asset
that it can offset with the various deductions that will flow from its
purchase of the asset. Specifically, Bubba Co. will offer and Sissy will
accept a note that has an initial principal amount of 90.61, that pays inter-
est at an annual 14.29% rate, and that is partially self-amortizing during
the first five years so that the remaining principal amount after five years
is 70. Assuming that Bubba Co. purchases the asset with such a note,
Bubba Co.'s income tax return during the first year in which it owns the
asset will include three items related to its purchase: (1) a fully taxable
cash flow of 10 generated by Bubba Co.'s use of the asset; (2) a fully
deductible depreciation allowance of 18.12 (based on five-year straight-
line depreciation of the purchase price of 90.61); and (3) a fully deducti-
ble interest expense of 12.94 (based on 14.29% interest payable on a prin-
ciple amount of 90.61). Thus, Bubba Co. will return a net taxable loss of
21.06, which will entitle it to reduce its tax payments by an aggregate
amount of 6.32 (based on its 30% tax rate). When the dust settles, Bubba
Co. will have generated 3.38 of after-tax cash (10 from its use of the asset
and 6.32 from its tax savings, less 12.94 of interest paid), which it will use
to retire a like amount of Sissy's note. Meanwhile, Sissy will receive a
fully taxable interest payment of 12.94, resulting in 9.06 of after-tax cash
(given her 30% tax rate), as well as a tax-free return of capital of 3.38, for
a net of 12.44 of after-tax cash, exactly the amount required. See Table 5.
And this happy story will repeat itself in subsequent years.
Thus, once again, Bubba Co., a taxable corporation, is able both to own
and to make use of Sissy's asset in its business without thereby causing
any income generated by such asset to be subject to the corporate income
tax.13
13. This is not quite true. As the owner of the asset, Bubba Co. is sitting on a sort of
ticking time bomb. After five years have elapsed, it owns an asset with a tax basis of 0 and
a fair market value of 90.61 (this value results since, if the asset were sold, the purchaser
would once again be entitled to five-year straight-line depreciation). Thus, if Bubba Co.
sold the asset, it would be required to pay a tax bill of 27.18 (30% tax rate imposed on a
gain of 90.61) and would be left with 63.43 of after-tax proceeds, an insufficient amount to
retire the 70 outstanding on its acquisition indebtedness. To be sure, Bubba Co. appears to
have no reason to sell this asset. After all, it would need to spend an after-tax amount of
70 to buy an alternative asset that produces fully taxable cash flows of 10 per annum and is
not subject to any allowance for depreciation. See Tbl. 3. These are precisely the charac-
teristics that Sissy's asset will have after five years have elapsed. Still, Bubba Co. might be
"economically compelled" to sell such asset. For example, Bubba Co. may decide to exit
the line of business for which it acquired the asset, or it may otherwise no longer be an
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But there is a potential fly in the ointment. Whenever a productive
asset enters corporate solution, whether by purchase or lease, extreme
care, above and beyond what has so far been illustrated, must be taken to
ensure that there is absolutely no possibility of corporate taxable gain or
loss. The reason is that not every (indeed, not any) productive asset looks
like the asset I described in Section 1, since real-world productive assets
generate cash flows that are subject to at least some measure of uncer-
tainty. This uncertainty will cause a careless corporate owner or lessee of
a typical productive asset to experience taxable gain or loss with respect
to its ownership either of the asset itself or of a leasehold interest in the
asset.
To illustrate, suppose without loss of generality that Sissy's asset is a
nondepreciable asset that will generate, with equal probability, either
fully taxable cash flows of 0 per annum or fully taxable cash flows of 20
per annum. For the sake of -simplicity and also without loss of generality,
suppose that human beings are risk neutral. If so, Sissy's asset will have
an initial fair market value of 70. See Table 3. Accordingly, Bubba Co.
can enter into a purchase agreement pursuant to which it purchases
Sissy's asset in exchange for a note that has a principal amount of 70
(payable in the far future) and that promises to pay interest at a rate of
14.29% or, equivalently, in the amount of 10 per annum. Assuming
Bubba Co. is solvent, such note has the requisite net present value of 70,
and hence should satisfy Sissy.
However, in spite of using a note to purchase Sissy's asset, Bubba Co.
will not be able to avoid having taxable gain or loss. Thus, if Sissy's asset
is revealed to be a success, its fair market value will rise to 140, and
Bubba Co. will have an unrealized but ultimately taxable gain of 70. On
efficient user of the asset (and hence a user capable of generating the maximum fully taxa-
ble cash flow of 10 per annum). Under such circumstances, Bubba Co. will need to dispose
of the asset, and when it does, it will generate a gain that is subject to the corporate income
tax. Thus, at last a quantum of income has potentially been generated that, if in fact gener-
ated, will be subject to the corporate income tax. Fortunately, this quantum of income is
not interesting from an analytical standpoint. Any purchaser of the asset will face this
same quantum of income and, provided depreciation recapture is taxed at ordinary income
rates, this same amount of tax upon a disposition of the asset. (No double tax is implicated
in the case of Bubba Co.'s sale of the asset since the after-tax proceeds of selling the asset
will be insufficient to retire Bubba Co.'s acquisition indebtedness, and hence will not be
available for distribution to Bubba Co.'s equity owners). In other words, this potential tax
will not place a taxable corporation at any particular disadvantage in such corporation's
efforts to purchase the asset.
Notwithstanding a lack of disadvantage, it is unlikely that either a taxable corporation or
some other user of the asset will be the actual purchaser (that is, legal owner) of the asset.
The most tax efficient way for this particular asset to be owned is by someone who simply
leases the asset to its ultimate user (whether a taxable corporation or not), and who thus
need not be concerned with remaining the high-value user of the asset. For such a tax-
payer, the possibility of ever realizing depreciation recapture income would disappear.
Moreover, if Bubba Co. entered into a lease agreement with such a taxpayer (in this case,
in exchange for its use of the asset, Bubba Co. would once again simply agree to make
lease payments of 10 per annum for as long as it uses the asset), such lease would restore




the other hand, if Sissy's asset is revealed to be a dud, its fair market
value will fall to 0, and Bubba Co. will have an unrealized but ultimately
taxable loss of 70. Moreover, so long as Bubba Co. chooses not to realize
its unrealized gain or loss with respect to Sissy's asset, it will generate
either taxable operating income of 10 per annum or a taxable operating
loss of 10 per annum, as the case may be. In general, the generation of
such taxable income or gain will result in Bubba Co.'s being required to
pay a positive amount of tax and its shareholders being required to pay
an additional positive amount of tax, while the generation of such taxable
loss will result in Bubba Co.'s reporting a possibly unusable net operating
or capital loss, and its shareholders reporting an additional possibly
unusable capital loss.
The potential asymmetric treatment of both Bubba Co.'s and its share-
holders gains and losses creates an incremental hurdle that Bubba Co.
must overcome in order to successfully compete for the purchase of
Sissy's asset. Fortunately, there is a simple solution. Moreover, it is a
solution that is likely to be demanded by Sissy. Recall that Bubba Co.'s
payments under the note it tenders to Sissy have a net present value of 70
assuming Bubba Co. 's solvency. In the instant case, there is no reason for
Sissy to assume any such thing. In particular, Sissy will observe that if the
asset turns out to be a dud, Bubba Co. will not generate any positive cash
flow, and so will not be able to make its promised interest payments.
How will Bubba Co. respond? It will placate Sissy by entering into a
hedging transaction with Sassy, a wealthy investor. Under the terms of
the hedging transaction, Sassy will pay Bubba Co. 10 per annum if and
only if Sissy's asset turns out to be a dud, and Bubba Co. will pay Sassy 10
per annum if and only if Sissy's asset turns out to be a success. (Sassy will
be willing to enter into this transaction because she is risk neutral.) Thus,
if the asset turns out to be a dud, Bubba Co. will receive no annual cash
flow by virtue of its use of the asset, but will receive an annual fully taxa-
ble payment of 10 from Sassy, and so will be exactly able to make an
annual fully deductible interest payment of 10 to Sissy. On the other
hand, if the asset turns out to be a success, Bubba Co. will receive an
annual fully taxable cash flow of 20 by virtue of its use of the asset, will
make an annual fully deductible payment of 10 to Sassy, and therefore
will be able to make an annual fully deductible interest payment of ex-
actly 10 to Sissy. Consequently, it turns out that the hedging transaction
that Bubba Co. enters into to placate Sissy also solves its tax dilemma.
Bubba Co. will not report any net amount of either capital gain or loss or
operating income or loss by virtue of its ownership of Sissy's asset. 14
Once again, the reach of the corporate income tax has been reduced to
14. Bubba Co. will, of course, have assets with unrealized appreciation or depreciation
in its corporate solution. For example, if Sissy's asset turns out to be a dud, Bubba Co. will
have an unrealized loss with respect to such asset. However, it will have an equal and
offsetting unrealized gain with respect to it hedge. Nor are these unrealized gains and
losses problematic: Bubba Co. need not and generally will not be allowed (by Sissy and




Finally, a few words are in order about exceptionally large assets (in
terms of fair market value), such as power plants or refineries and air-
planes. The sheer size of such assets will generally cause them to migrate
into corporations that are by and large publicly-traded and therefore tax-
able. However, this does not mean that such assets must in whole or in
part be equity-funded. Notwithstanding their size, power plants, refin-
eries, and airplanes are essentially generic assets. In other words, any
entity with sufficient capital can own or operate them. That single feature
will assure the availability of debt financing. A bank or syndicate of
banks will be willing and able to loan a corporation the funds required to
build, create, or purchase such an asset because, in the event of default,
the bank or syndicate of banks will be able to foreclose on the asset and
sell it without any significant diminution of value to another potential
owner or operator. Thus, even in the case of exceptionally large assets,
the foregoing analysis holds, and the reach of the corporate income tax is
nothing.16
IV. THE REPORT OF THE DEATH OF THE CORPORATE
INCOME TAX IS SOMEWHAT EXAGGERATED
Section 3 demonstrates that for any given productive asset there is gen-
erally no tax impediment to having a taxable corporation like Bubba Co.
make use of such asset in its business. The mere fact that a taxable corpo-
ration makes use of such asset is not inconsistent with the fact that appro-
priate financing structures will keep all income generated by such asset
from ever being subject to the corporate income tax. This is surely a good
thing because it establishes tax parity for the whole class of assets that
can, in the absence of tax considerations, be used either inside of or
outside of taxable corporate solution. Taxable corporations are not
placed at a disadvantage with respect to making use of such assets, pro-
vided they are willing to engage in appropriate planning.
What the foregoing section does not demonstrate is that the corporate
income tax is dead. The corporate income tax, or so-called double taxa-
tion, may continue to be relevant for those productive assets that cannot
15. An identical structure can be used, in the case where Bubba Co. chooses to lease
rather than buy Sissy's asset, to keep net unrealized gains and losses with respect to its
leasehold interest in such asset out of corporate solution. Moreover, in the case of a lease,
other structures can accomplish the same result. In particular, Bubba Co. could enter into
a lease agreement that called for payments that perfectly reflect the asset's cash flows.
(This same strategy could not be applied in the case of Bubba Co.'s note because a note
that promised such volatile interest payments would generally fail to be treated as a debt
instrument for income tax purposes.) Alternatively, Bubba Co. could (theoretically) enter
into a lease agreement that each party could terminate and/or renegotiate at will
(instantaneously).
16. Note that it does not matter if the banks that finance a corporation's purchase of
an exceptionally large asset are themselves taxable corporations. The reason is that they,
in turn, will obtain the funds that enable them to make the loan from other lenders, includ-
ing bond holders and depositors who are not themselves taxable corporations.
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be purchased or used by any purchaser or user other than an equity-
funded taxable corporation. For such assets, equity-funded taxable cor-
porations need not compete with potential purchasers or users that are
not equity-funded taxable corporations. Accordingly, they can be con-
tent to purchase such assets at the prices set forth in Tables 2, 4, 6 and 8,
instead of at the prices set forth in Tables 1, 3, 5, and 7. Those prices, of
course, assume either that a positive amount of corporate tax will be paid
(Tables 4 and 6) or equivalently that a positive amount of individual tax
will be paid that would not have been paid but for the asset's residence in
taxable corporate solution (Tables 2 and 8).
How can it be that a given productive asset cannot be purchased or
used by any purchaser or user other than an equity-funded taxable corpo-
ration? I will approach this question obliquely by relaxing a condition I
have heretofore imposed in my analysis. I have so far supposed that
Bubba Co., when it makes use of Sissy's productive asset, generates ex-
actly the same cash flows as does every other potential user of the asset.
From this condition it follows that Sissy is the one who reaps the entire
benefit of the asset's cash flows. She can choose to keep such cash flows
by using the asset herself, or she can pit potential users of the asset
against one another until they agree to turn over all (but perhaps an infin-
itesimal amount of) such cash flows to her. Indeed, it is precisely because
Sissy reaps the entire benefit of the asset's cash flows that it is "easy" for
Bubba Co. to make use of the asset without ultimately incurring any tax
liability: Bubba Co. does not in any of the foregoing discussion ever earn
any real income!
What happens if this condition fails to hold? For example, suppose
without loss of generality that Sissy's asset is the one that is generally
described in Tables 3 and 4. But, suppose that exactly one potential taxa-
ble corporate purchaser/user of such asset, namely Bubba Co., is able to
squeeze from the asset not a cash flow of 10 per annum, but rather a cash
flow of 11 per annum. In such case, Bubba Co. may offer and Sissy will
accept a lease agreement pursuant to which Bubba Co. will receive the
right to use the asset and Sissy will receive a lease payment of 10 (plus
perhaps an infinitesimal amount) per annum. The reason Bubba Co. will
offer to pay this amount should be clear: it is the least amount that none
of Bubba Co.'s competitors can match. The reason Sissy will accept a
payment of this amount should be equally clear: it is the most she will be
offered. However, as soon as Sissy and Bubba Co. enter into this lease
agreement, Bubba Co. has obligated itself to pay a positive amount of
corporate income tax. That is, Bubba Co. will yearly as the user of the
asset receive a fully taxable cash flow of 11 and as the lessee of the asset
make a fully deductible lease payment of 10. The net effect of these items
is positive cash flow and positive taxable income of 1 per annum. Bubba
Co. is at last a taxpayer.
Of course, if Bubba Co.'s use of Sissy's asset generates positive cash
flow and positive taxable income, it follows that Bubba Co. must own an
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equity-financed asset (necessarily other than Sissy's asset) with a positive
fair market value. Moreover, since Bubba Co. does not appear to have
paid any amount for the purchase of such asset, it would seem to be the
case that the entire fair market value of such asset represents unrealized
appreciation. From Table 4 it follows that the amount of such unrealized
appreciation is 5.95 (provided that every other potential purchaser of
such asset is an equity-funded taxable corporation that is not entitled to
any depreciation allowance with respect to such asset). 17 But what ex-
actly is such an asset? An obvious candidate is Bubba Co.'s only appar-
ently "new" asset. When Bubba Co. enters into the lease with Sissy, it
becomes the owner of a new asset called a "leasehold interest in Sissy's
asset." Yet, it would be incorrect to say that Bubba Co.'s leasehold inter-
est in Sissy's asset has positive value. To see this, it is merely necessary to
consider what would happen if Bubba Co. tried to sublease Sissy's asset
or, in the alternative, sell its leasehold interest in Sissy's asset. In the
former case, no sublessee would be willing to pay rent of more than 10
per annum, since that is the maximum amount of cash flow any sublessee
could generate by making use of the asset. And in the latter case, no
purchaser would be willing to pay more than 0 for the leasehold interest,
since that is the maximum amount of real income any purchaser could
generate by leasing the asset from Sissy under the terms of Bubba Co.'s
lease. In either case, any supposed value embedded in the leasehold in-
terest in Sissy's asset would vanish as soon as Bubba Co. attempted to
realize it.
But, if it is not the leasehold interest in Sissy's asset that appreciates,
what is it? To answer this question, it is necessary to ask what it is about
Bubba Co. that makes it possible for Bubba Co. to squeeze cash flow of
11 per annum from an asset that will only generate cash flow of 10 per
annum for every other potential user. Only one possible answer exists;
Bubba Co. must possess some firm-specific resource that interacts posi-
tively with Sissy's asset. For example, Bubba Co. may have a workforce-
in-place that is uniquely qualified to hyper-efficiently use Sissy's asset.
Or it may have a unique constellation of other assets, a so-called going
concern value, that will mesh peculiarly well with her asset. Or it may
have goodwill: a reputation, perhaps embedded in a trademark or trade
name, that enables it to sell the output generated by Sissy's asset for a
greater price than anyone else can. But it must have something! And it
is that something, rather than the leasehold interest, that is Bubba Co.'s
appreciated asset.
17. Bubba Co.'s equity value appears to increase by 5.95 at the precise moment that it
enters into the lease with Sissy. That is, such lease enables Bubba Co. to earn taxable
income of 1 per annum, and after paying tax of 0.3 (30% of 1) per annum, to distribute a
taxable dividend of 0.7 per annum. If Sassy, a marginal shareholder of Bubba Co., receives
such taxable dividend of 0.7 per annum, she will pay tax of 0.105 (15% of 0.7) per annum
with respect to it, and will thus obtain after-tax cash of 0.595 per annum. Under the as-
sumptions used in this paper, such a stream of cash has a fair market value of 5.95.
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This revelation must spawn a follow-up question. If Bubba Co.'s ap-
preciated asset, and hence the asset that ultimately causes it to realize
positive amounts of taxable income and pay positive amounts of corpo-
rate income tax, is some sort of ephemeral intangible asset, should it not
be possible either (1) to keep ownership of such asset out of corporate
solution or (2) to have a corporation finance its purchase of such asset
without resorting to equity? In other words, should it not be possible to
reprise the discussion contained in Section 3 with only a single modifica-
tion: the asset that Sissy creates is not some unidentified asset but rather
a specific ephemeral intangible asset?
Keeping ownership of an ephemeral intangible asset out of corporate
solution is easier said than done. For one thing, it is not generally mean-
ingful to say that Sissy creates some sort of divided interest-an interest
that she could in a legal sense retain and lease to Bubba Co.-in Bubba
Co.'s workforce-in-place or going concern value or goodwill. Yet, it is not
utterly impossible to imagine such a thing. For example, Sissy could sell
her labor to Bubba Co. for a wage that reflects her marginal product and
simultaneously enter into a "lease" agreement with Bubba Co. pursuant
to which she would stand ready to provide her labor to Bubba Co. for
some period of time (at a wage that reflects her then-marginal product) in
exchange for a periodic payment (a sort of retainer). The sale would be
nothing more than a typical sale of at-will employment; the lease would
arguably be a lease of Sissy's divided interest in Bubba Co.'s workforce-
in-place. Similarly, Sussy could sell her machinery repair services to
Bubba Co. for a fee that reflects the marginal product of such services
and simultaneously enter into a "lease" agreement with Bubba Co. pursu-
ant to which she would stand ready to provide her machinery repair ser-
vices to Bubba Co. for some period of time (at a fee that reflects the then-
marginal product of such services) in exchange for a periodic payment (a
sort of retainer). Again, the sale would be nothing more than a typical
sale of repair services, but the lease would arguably be a lease of Sussy's
divided interest in Bubba Co.'s going concern value.
Finally, albeit with significantly more complexity, it is even theoreti-
cally possible for Sossy to retain a divided interest in Bubba Co.'s good-
will. For example, and without loss of generality, suppose that Sossy
generates a portion of Bubba Co.'s goodwill by providing customer sup-
port services that are above and beyond what a customer typically ex-
pects. The provision of these incremental services leads the customer to
expect to receive similar incremental services in the future. Accordingly,
in the future, the customer will be willing to pay for such incremental
services-in the form of a higher price for some underlying product-
whether she actually receives them or not. The excess of the higher price
over the ordinary price is the return on "Sossy's portion" of Bubba Co.'s
goodwill. Thus, in order for Sossy to keep a divided interest in her por-
tion of Bubba Co.'s goodwill, she must sell Bubba Co. her ordinary cus-
tomer support services for a wage or fee that reflects the marginal
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product of such services and simultaneously enter into a contract with
Bubba Co. pursuant to which she agrees to provide extraordinary incre-
mental customer support services in exchange for both a current wage or
fee that reflects the immediate marginal product of these services and a
deferred wage or fee that reflects the excess price Bubba Co. will be able
to charge in the future as a result of Sossy's current provision of ex-
traordinary incremental customer support services. By this mechanism,
Sossy would obtain a contractual right to receive the return on "her por-
tion" of Bubba Co.'s goodwill, and would thus own a divided interest in
such goodwill.
Given the tax advantages that generally accrue from keeping the own-
ership of valuable assets out of corporate solution, why are sales of labor
or of maintenance services or of customer support services to taxable cor-
porations not structured as I have just suggested? The reason is that
while workforce-in-place, going concern value, and goodwill are valuable
assets from Bubba Co.'s "aggregate" perspective, Sissy's "divided inter-
est" in the first and Sussy's "divided interest" in the second and Sossy's
"divided interest" in the third are generally valueless. In the case of
workforce-in-place, what matters to Bubba Co. is not that Sissy remains
available for employment for any particular period of time, but rather
that some critical mass of employees remains available for employment
for a period of time sufficient for Bubba Co. to find replacement employ-
ees as necessary. In the case of going concern value, what matters to
Bubba Co. is not that Sussy remains available to repair its machinery for
any particular period of time, but rather that some critical mass of its
machinery remains in good repair for a period of time that is sufficient for
Bubba Co. to find replacement machinery in good repair as necessary.
And in the case of goodwill, what matters to Bubba Co. is not that Sossy
has made possible some specifically identifiable future "excess" return,
but rather that some person or persons have made such an "excess" re-
turn possible.
Thus, in the case of workforce-in-place and going concern value, Bubba
Co. can rely on probabilities-the law of large numbers-to create such
valuable intangible assets. It follows that Bubba Co. is not required to
make any payment beyond the ordinary fair market value wage to Sissy
and the ordinary fair market value fee to Sussy in order to obtain "owner-
ship" of their divided interests in such assets. Moreover, it follows that
Bubba Co. will obtain ownership of their divided interests in such assets.
In the case of goodwill, the mechanism will be different but the result will
be the same. Now Sossy will rely on Bubba Co.'s inability to sufficiently
accurately attribute any part of the sales price of any future sales to
Sossy's contribution to goodwill to demand from Bubba Co. an immedi-
ate rather than a future payment for such contribution. Thus, Sossy will
not go uncompensated for her contribution to Bubba Co.'s goodwill; her
wage or fee will reflect the fact that she is contributing to it. However,
her receipt of such wage or fee will be accompanied by a complete trans-
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fer of the ownership of her divided interest in such goodwill to Bubba Co.
Thus, once again, Bubba Co. will obtain ownership of the entirety of
Sossy's divided interest in goodwill.
Note that my description of the creation of workforce-in-place and go-
ing concern value, but not my description of the creation of goodwill,
smacks of spontaneous generation. Can there really be such spontaneous
generation of valuable assets? Of course not. Without the existence of
Bubba Co., the legion of Sissys and Sussys would interact, if at all, in the
"spot market." Indeed, for centuries, this was the only way in which the
legions of Sissys and Sussys did interact. And it was not efficient. In that
world, certain valuable assets-among them workforce-in-place and go-
ing concern value-never came into existence. Moreover, many other
valuable assets-among them Sissy's labor and Sussy's labor-were con-
demned to uses other than the highest and best. Why? Because the high-
est and best use for most labor is idiosyncratic: it requires the interaction
of such labor with highly specialized capital; the highly specialized capital
cannot in general be employed without incremental training; the incre-
mental training requires risky investment that few potential laborers are
willing or able to make (will the highly specialized capital exist when
training is completed?); accordingly, the highly specialized capital is not
in general created (since there will be no laborers capable of employing
it).
To overcome this unhappy state of affairs, the firm came into being. By
taking certain capital and labor out of the spot market, the firm allowed
each to become somewhat more specialized and thus to attain a higher
and better use. The time and effort that such capital and labor had previ-
ously spent on transacting in the spot market could be devoted to a more
productive end: becoming incrementally more specialized. This allowed
both the capital and the labor to achieve higher returns. It was a win-win
situation; however, it had its limits. A skilled laborer's interest in invest-
ing her time and effort to learn to optimally use a firm's specialized capi-
tal was limited so long as there was no assurance that such capital would
remain available for her to use. And no assurance existed, since every
firm's existence as a going concern was subject to a myriad of contingen-
cies having nothing whatever to do with its business. The reason for this
unfortunate situation was that prior to the advent of the corporation, all
firms were sole proprietorships or general partnerships. And under the
applicable law, the sole proprietor or any single partner-or worse still a
successor in interest (for example, an heir or a creditor)-could generally
cause the firm to be summarily dissolved. Pursuant to such dissolution,
the specialized capital would be scattered to the four corners of the earth
and the skilled laborer's investment would be wasted. 18
18. Of course, it is possible for sole proprietorships and general partnerships to pro-
vide employees with assurances as to their long-term existence. Indeed, certain general
partnerships (such as law firms, accounting firms, and investment banks) have long em-
ployed a standard model for providing such assurances. This model involves combining
contractual guarantees of firm existence (that is, the partners contractually agree that
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The development of the corporate form of doing business changed all
that. The sentinel innovation of the corporation was that ownership in-
terests in a corporation could change hands without affecting the legal
existence or operations of the corporation. That is, if an owner retired,
she could sell her shares to some third person, and the corporation would
continue to exist and operate as if nothing had happened. If an owner
died, her heirs would succeed to her shares, and again the corporation
would continue to exist and operate as if nothing had happened. If an
owner became insolvent, her creditors would succeed to her shares, and
again the corporation would continue to exist and operate as if nothing
had happened. Thus, where a sole proprietorship or a general partner-
ship was potentially vulnerable to dissolution, the corporation would
merrily continue on its way. This assurance of firm existence induced
laborers to increase their investment in "firm specific" human capital;
such capital was no longer as subject to the whims of fickle owners or
their successors.
Moreover, just as the introduction of the corporate form of doing busi-
ness induced more laborers to increase their investments in firm specific
human capital, it also induced more firm owners to increase their invest-
ments in firm specific nonhuman capital. The quintessential firm specific
nonhuman capital assets are precisely the ephemeral intangible assets:
workforce-in-place, going concern value, and goodwill. None of these as-
sets is generally capable of existing apart from the firm to which they
belong. Thus, when the menu of entities for conducting business con-
sisted only of sole proprietorships and general partnerships, ephemeral
intangible assets were in understandably short supply; it made no sense
for firm owners to invest in assets that could easily be destroyed by the
whims of other firm owners or their successors. Only when the menu of
entities for conducting business was expanded to include corporations did
ephemeral intangible assets truly proliferate.19 Accordingly, ephemeral
intangible assets were historically owned disproportionately by
corporations.20
All of this means that it is incorrect to view ephemeral intangible assets
as springing spontaneously into existence. Rather, their creation was
made possible solely by the founding of a firm, and was historically
greatly facilitated by the founding of a specific kind of firm, namely a
corporation. Thus, when a corporation's founders invest their time and
neither they nor their successors will seek to dissolve the firm) with financial guarantees of
firm existence (that is, the partners agree to permanently invest a significant amount of
capital). Still, this model has never gained currency outside of the realm of businesses
having essentially exclusively owners who are actively involved in the business. Thus, the
model has proven quite limited in its application.
19. See, e.g., Margaret Blair, Locking in Capital: What Corporate Law Achieved for
Business Organizations in the Nineteenth Century, 51 UCLA L. REV. 2 (2003).
20. As already noted, certain partnerships-primarily, law firms, accounting firms and
investment banks, but also some manufacturing concerns such as Du Pont de Nemours
(which was a successful partnership for many years prior to its formal incorporation)-
were capable of generating and did generate ephemeral intangible assets.
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money in founding activities-at a minimum coordinating or hiring some-
one to coordinate the various business assets that will be employed by the
corporation-part of what they are purchasing with their investment
must be the corporation's initial store of ephemeral intangible assets: its
initial workforce-in-place and going concern value. Moreover, since
ephemeral intangible assets are the only assets that historically could not
readily come into existence but for the founding of a corporation, these
were in fact the only assets that tax savvy founders purchased with their
investment. 21
To return to the matter at hand, does the foregoing history shed any
light on whether taxpayers in the modern world can readily keep ephem-
eral intangible assets out of taxable corporate solution? It does, and they
can, but only up to a point. The lesson of the proffered history is that
ephemeral intangible assets generally will not arise absent the existence
of firms that are organized in such a way that they can outlive their vari-
ous owners. Historically, the only firms that satisfied this criterion were
organized as (taxable) corporations. In the modern world, however,
firms that are organized as S corporations, limited partnerships, and, of
course, limited liability companies, also satisfy this criterion. Thus, being
a separate taxable entity is no longer a prerequisite to the easy generation
of ephemeral intangible assets.
Nonetheless, it is still a quasi-prerequisite. Current tax law imposes
strict limits on the number (and sometimes on the type) of owners that an
S corporation, a partnership, or a limited liability company can have
before such entity will be classified, solely for federal income tax pur-
poses, as a taxable corporation.22 As a practical matter, such limits do
not prevent such entities from creating ephemeral intangible assets, but
they do severely limit the potential growth in value of such ephemeral
intangible assets in the hands of such entities. That is, as the value of an
entity's ephemeral intangible assets grows, so too does the value of its
ownership interests, and in general so will the number of its owners.
Eventually, such entity will cease to be an entity that qualifies as anything
other than a taxable corporation. Thus, the strategy of attempting to
avoid all effects of double taxation by housing all businesses in entities
other than taxable corporations will not be successful under current law.
However, recall that there is a second way to avoid the effects of
double taxation. If a taxable corporation's purchase of an asset is fi-
nanced without resorting to equity, it is generally possible to keep all in-
come generated by such asset out of the reach of the corporate income
tax. Therefore, the question is, can a taxable corporation finance its
"purchase" of ephemeral intangible assets either with debt or with some
21. As noted in Section 3, it is generally not tax efficient to have the corporation own
assets that can be owned by others. Thus, any assets that are required by a corporation's
business but that can be owned by someone other than the corporation will generally be
leased by the corporation. It follows that the founder's investment should not be used to
purchase such assets.
22. See generally I.R.C. § 1361 (West 2005); I.R.C. § 1.7704-1 (West 2005).
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exotic type of non-equity financial instrument? The answer is that it can,
but again, only to a point. Thus, without loss of generality, consider the
financing dilemma faced by the founders of a corporation that will re-
quire 100 of capital for the "purchase" of its initial quantum of
workforce-in-place and going concern value (that is, it will require 100 of
capital above and beyond that which will be used to purchase its machin-
ery and equipment and patents and so on). The corporation's founders,
but for tax considerations, generally would be indifferent as to whether
their ownership interests are called debt or equity or a combination of the
two. But third-party lenders will not be similarly indifferent.
Generally, a third-party lender will not be willing to finance the corpo-
ration's "purchase" of workforce-in-place and going concern value for at
least two reasons. First, the returns that the corporation will generate
from its "purchase" of such ephemeral intangible assets are generally ex-
ceedingly uncertain; indeed, such returns will be 0 in the not at all un-
likely event that the corporation flops (as most new businesses do). 23
While "equity" investors may not shy away from such volatile returns,
third-party lenders generally will. Second, in the event of default, the
third-party lender would not be able to foreclose on the assets that the
corporation "purchased" with its loan; even if the corporation's ephem-
eral intangible assets have some value, albeit less than the amount neces-
sary to repay the entire loan, the third-party lender would be unable to
reach such value since any attempt by the corporation to distribute or sell
these assets would generally result in their destruction. Thus, the third-
party lender, in spite of making a terribly risky loan, cannot receive any
security for the loan.24
Because no third party lender would make a loan to finance the corpo-
ration's "purchase" of ephemeral intangible assets, federal income tax
law, at least in theory, also precludes the founders from financing the
purchase with debt.25 And in practice it largely does so as well, since
most of the corporation's debt capacity will-per the techniques de-
scribed in Section 3-have been exhausted by the purchase of other as-
sets. Thus, taxpayers determined to keep any income generated by
ephemeral intangible assets out of the reach of the corporate income tax
must resort to other strategies. In particular, two have superficial prom-
ise. First, the corporation could attempt to "hedge" the income gener-
23. Note that the returns that will be generated by the corporation's assets, other than
ephemeral intangible assets, will not be relevant to a potential lender since, pursuant to the
discussion in Section 3, all such returns will have been pledged to other lenders.
24. The lender, as a general corporate creditor, could and would try to recover some
value by way of the bankruptcy process. In particular it would generally attempt to ar-
range a sale of the corporation's entire business as a going concern, as such a sale would
generally preserve the value of the corporation's ephemeral intangible assets. While that
route would give it a way to recover the value of the corporation's ephemeral intangible
assets, the generally high cost of the bankruptcy process makes it a relatively unsatisfactory
way of achieving a recovery.
25. In a standard debt-equity analysis, the fact that no third party would be willing to
make a loan would be damning.
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ated by its ephemeral intangible assets. If successful, such a hedge would
convert the ephemeral intangible assets' very volatile income stream into
a far less volatile one that could be financed with third-party debt.2 6
While certainly conceivable, the required hedge would necessarily be a
hedge of the corporation's "net income" or "overall profitability." As
such, the corporation would not generally be allowed to deduct any re-
quired payments under the hedge, since these payments would be made
to a person who is, in essence, an equity owner of the corporation.2 7
Thus, this stratagem would fail to sweep the income generated by the
corporation's ephemeral intangible assets out of taxable corporate
solution.
Second, taxpayers could resign themselves to the fact that they cannot
sweep all income generated by ephemeral intangible assets out of taxable
corporations, and settle for sweeping only some such income out. There
are a number of ways of doing this, of which I will briefly sketch three.
First, a third-party loan could be used to finance both the purchase of a
tangible asset and the "purchase" of an ephemeral intangible asset.
Under the terms of this loan, fixed interest payments would be due in
amounts that are based on the returns generated by the tangible asset and
contingent interest payments (that are not, without reason, frequently re-
ferred to as "equity kickers") would be due according to some formula
that is deemed to track the returns generated by the ephemeral intangible
assets. Second, a third-party loan could be combined with a hedging
transaction that purported to hedge something other than net income or
overall profitability but that nonetheless, due to perfect planning, tracked
such measures reasonably closely. Finally, an existing corporation, whose
equity value exactly equaled the value of its ephemeral intangible assets
could use the proceeds of a third-party loan to redeem some of its eq-
uity.2 8 Depending on the size of the corporation and the size of the loan,
such loan might be virtually risk-free, notwithstanding the volatility gen-
erally associated with the returns generated by ephemeral intangible as-
sets and notwithstanding the corporation's inability to offer the lender
any such assets as security for the loan.2 9 While each of these transac-
tions, and variations on their themes, would (and do) have the effect of
removing from the reach of the corporate income tax some part of the
income generated by ephemeral intangible assets, they are far from per-
fect. Consequently, even with relatively sophisticated tax planning, some
26. See supra § 3.
27. Cf. I.R.C. § 1221(b)(2) (West 2006).
28. This strategy only works well if the redemption is from a tax-exempt shareholder
rather than from my posited marginal taxable shareholder. Otherwise, the corporation
achieves its interest deductions that will offset its future income from the ephemeral intan-
gible assets only at the cost of its shareholder realizing an immediate taxable capital gain.
29. For example, the ephemeral intangible assets owned by The Coca Cola Company
may well have a value in excess of 100 billion dollars. A billion-dollar unsecured loan to
The Coca Cola Company, the proceeds of which were used solely to redeem a like amount
of equity, might well be virtually risk-free.
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or even most of the income generated by such assets is currently subject
to the corporate income tax.
V. THE TAXATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Under current law, amounts spent to "purchase," or perhaps more ac-
curately, to "self-create" intangible assets, ephemeral or otherwise, are
generally subject to immediate deduction.30 For example, consider again
a typical way in which goodwill is created: Bubba Co.'s provision through
Sossy of extraordinary customer support services to purchasers of Bubba
Co.'s wares. When Bubba Co. provides such extraordinary and presuma-
bly particularly pleasing services, the recipients of the services are likely
to gossip approvingly about Bubba Co. This favorable publicity makes it
likely that additional persons will purchase Bubba Co.'s wares. Moreo-
ver, when the original purchasers again find themselves needing wares of
the type sold by Bubba Co., they are likely to fondly remember Bubba
Co.'s extraordinary customer support services and therefore to turn to it
to purchase the additional wares. Thus, Bubba Co.'s extraordinary cus-
tomer support services with respect to certain of its wares will result in
increased future sales, and increased future profits. In other words, the
amount that Bubba Co. spent on the support of the wares it originally
sold was spent not only on the purchase of current support services, but
also on the purchase of a small amount of "goodwill." Federal income
tax law, for better or worse, takes no notice of this dual character of
Bubba Co.'s expenditure. Thus, the entire amount spent on the support
of Bubba Co.'s wares will be immediately deducted as an "ordinary and
necessary business expense."
Moving from quintessential ephemeral intangible assets to a slightly
less ephemeral (hence, a quasi-ephemeral) intangible asset, namely
Bubba Co.'s reputation as embodied in its trademarks and trade names
(to the extent that such embodiment can meaningfully be separated from
Bubba Co.'s goodwill), the tax treatment remains the same. To illustrate,
the prototypical way in which value is transferred to trademarks and
trade names is through advertising. Advertising, of course, does not
come cheap: Bubba Co. will incur significant expenditures both to de-
velop and to place its advertisements. What is the effect of these expend-
itures? Some individuals who see Bubba Co.'s ads may be induced to buy
its wares immediately. And some individuals, whether or not they are
induced to buy its wares immediately, will store the advertising message
in their memories. To the extent that they do, and to the extent that they
subsequently desire wares of the type made by Bubba Co., they will be
more inclined to buy Bubba Co.'s wares in the future. Thus, Bubba Co.'s
expenditure on advertising will generate not only immediate sales and
30. If and when such intangible assets are purchased in the more usual sense of the
word "purchase," amounts spent on such intangible assets are not subject to immediate
deduction, but instead are subject to fifteen-year straight-line amortization. See I.R.C.
§ 197 (West 2004). This will be discussed infra.
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immediate profits, but also future sales and future profits. In other
words, the amounts that Bubba Co. spends on advertising are spent not
only to generate immediate sales, but also to purchase a tiny piece of a
trademark or a trade name or simply of "goodwill." Nevertheless, federal
income tax law takes no notice of this dual character of Bubba Co.'s ad-
vertising expenditures. Rather, the entire amount spent on advertising
can be immediately deducted.31
Finally, moving out of the realm of ephemeral or quasi-ephemeral in-
tangible assets to other self-created intangible assets, the tax treatment
again remains the same. For example, if Bubba Co. in the ordinary
course of its business cobbles together a customer list, as inevitably it will,
all of its expenditures related to such cobbling will be immediately de-
ducted as ordinary and necessary expenses of doing business, and the cus-
tomer list will simply emerge as a "costless" by-product of such expenses.
Or, suppose that Bubba Co. incurs expenditures on research and devel-
opment, specifically with an eye to creating a valuable intangible asset
embodied in a patent, a copyright, a secret process, or some other asset.
In such case, Bubba Co. will by statutory fiat be entitled to an immediate
deduction, notwithstanding the obviously "capital" nature of such
expenditures. 32
Of course, not all intangible assets are subject to this rather favorable
tax treatment. For example, as discussed in Section 4, when a new busi-
ness is founded, amounts are spent on the salaries of those individuals
who will assemble the initial workforce, machinery, intellectual property,
and so on. These expenditures are generally directly responsible for cre-
ating the business's initial workforce-in-place and going concern value.
To the extent that it is clear that these expenditures are connected with
the founding of a new business, as opposed to the expansion of an ex-
isting business, they will be classified as "start-up" expenditures, which
are subject to capitalization and, at the taxpayer's election, straight-line
amortization over a five-year period.33 In such case, depending on
whether or not the start-up business is housed in a taxable corporation,
the resulting intangible assets would be taxed either in the manner illus-
trated in Table 5 or in a manner similar to that illustrated in Table 6.34
31. See I.R.C. § 162 (West 2004).
32. See id. § 174 (West 2005).
33. See id. § 195.
34. In the case of a newly-formed taxable corporation, it is unlikely that such corpora-
tion could immediately convert the losses created by accelerated depreciation into cash.
Thus, unlike in Table 6, the corporation would generally only be able to distribute 10 per
year of cash during the first five years. However, since it is also unlikely that such corpora-
tion will have either current or accumulated earnings and profits during such first five
years, the entire amount distributed would generally be received tax-free by the corpora-
tion's shareholders. Finally, for some portion of the second five year period (slightly less
than three years, if the corporation has no income-producing assets other than its start-up
intangible assets), the corporation is still unlikely to pay taxes, since its net operating loss
carry forward will shield its income. In such years, however, it will have current earnings
and profits. Accordingly, its shareholders will be subject to taxation with respect to the
amounts it distributes. If Table 6 is modified to take these changes into account, it turns
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Finally, in addition to intangible assets created by start-up expendi-
tures, certain intangible assets are created by other expenditures that are
not immediately deductible. These are intangible assets "created by" de-
preciable assets. For example, consider the productive asset illustrated in
Tables 5 and 6. This asset is subject to five-year straight-line depreciation;
however, the asset does not actually depreciate. Or does it? Suppose, in
fact, that the asset actually loses 20% of its initial value during each of the
first five years after its purchase. In that case, after five years, it has no
remaining value, but its cash flows live on. How can this be? Quite sim-
ply, the original productive asset has been converted into (that is, has
created) an ephemeral intangible asset, presumably goodwill! It follows
that the taxation of this particular quantum of goodwill is accurately illus-
trated in Tables 5 and 6.
Returning to intangible assets other than start-up assets, or assets that
are created by depreciable assets, the fact that the "purchaser" of such
assets is entitled to an immediate deduction of the amount spent to
"purchase" such assets might lead one to conclude that the tax treatment
of such assets will proceed as illustrated in Tables 7 and 8. That is, if an
asset generates a perpetual pre-tax cash flow of 10 per annum, if the
"purchaser" of the asset has sufficient income to be able to make current
use of the tax deduction associated with the asset's "purchase," and if the
other assumptions set forth in Section 1 apply, then a purchaser of the
asset, other than an equity-funded taxable corporation, would be willing
to spend up to 100 to purchase such asset, and a purchaser of the asset
that is an equity-funded taxable corporation would be willing to spend up
to 85 to purchase such asset. Unfortunately, each of these conclusions,
while not entirely wrong, is incomplete.
As discussed in Section 4, in the case of an ephemeral intangible asset
created by a taxpayer other than a taxable corporation, the asset likely
will, in the long run, find itself in taxable corporate solution, at least in
the case where it has increased sufficiently in value. Its creator will pre-
sumably take this likelihood into account. One possibility is that the
ephemeral intangible asset will enter taxable corporate solution in a so-
called nonrecognition transaction. 35 In this case, as the name implies, the
creator of the asset will not recognize any taxable income as a result of
the transfer of the asset into taxable corporate solution. In addition, the
asset's tax basis will be unaffected by the transfer: it will remain at 0.
Thus, the taxable corporate transferee will not receive any amortization
deductions with respect to the asset. As can be seen in Table 15, under
the additional assumption that the asset is contributed to a taxable corpo-
ration at the end of the fifth year after its creation, the creator will be
willing to spend up to 90.68 to create it.
out that the intangible asset created would have an initial fair market value of 75.81, rather
than 73.76.
35. See I.R.C. § 351 (West 2004).
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TABLE 15: INTANGIBLE CONTRIBUTED TO
TAXABLE CORPORATION
Corporate Owner Owner
Pre-Tax Corporate Pre-Tax Owner After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Tax Cash Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 - - (90.68) 27.20 (63.48) 1.00 (63.48)
1 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.10 6.36
2 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.21 5.79
3 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.33 5.26
4 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.46 4.78
5 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.61 4.35
6 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.77 3.36
7 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 1.95 3.05
8 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 2.14 2.78
9 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 (1.05) 5.95 2.36 2.52
10 110.00 (33.00) 77.00 (11.55) 65.45 2.59 25.23
NPV 0.00
Alternatively, the ephemeral intangible asset can enter taxable corpo-
rate solution in a taxable transaction. For example, a taxable corporation
can purchase the entire business of which such asset is a part. The creator
of the asset will recognize taxable income as a result of the transfer of the
asset. In exchange for this recognition, the asset's tax basis in the taxable
corporation's hands will increase to its fair market value. The taxable
corporation will then be able to amortize the tax basis on a fifteen-year
straight-line basis. In this case, the amount the creator is willing to spend
to create the asset depends on the amount the taxable corporation is ulti-
mately willing to spend to purchase it. That, in turn, will depend on how
the corporation finances the purchase. Per the discussion in Section 4,
the most likely scenario is that the corporation will be unable to use any-
thing other than equity financing. In such case, the corporation will be
willing to spend 68.34 on such asset.36 (This can be demonstrated by sub-
stituting fifteen-year straight-line depreciation for five-year straight-line
depreciation in Table 6 above.) That, in turn, means that the creator of
the asset will be willing to spend up to 89.43 to create it, assuming that the
asset is sold to a taxable corporation five years after its creation. See
Table 16.
36. If the corporation uses 50% equity financing and 50% debt financing for its acqui-
sition of the ephemeral intangible assets (not for the acquisition of the business as a whole;
recall that all assets other than ephemeral intangible assets are assumed to be acquired
with debt financing), it will pay up to 75.45 for such assets. If the corporation manages to
use 100% debt financing for its acquisition of the ephemeral intangible assets, it will pay up
to 82.56 for such assets.
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TABLE 16: INTANGIBLE SOLD TO TAXABLE CORPORATION
Corporate Owner Owner
Pre-Tax Corporate Pre-Tax Owner After-Tax Discount Value of
Year Cash Tax Cash Tax Cash Rate Owner Cash
0 - - (89.43) 26.83 (62.60) 1.00 (62.60)
1 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.10 6.36
2 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.21 5.79
3 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.33 5.26
4 - - 10.00 (3.00) 7.00 1.46 4.78
5 - - 78.34 (13.25) 65.09 1.61 40.42
NPV 0.00
Just as the results illustrated in Table 7 require some modification if
they are to properly illustrate the tax treatment of an intangible asset that
is created by a taxpayer other than a taxable corporation, the results in
Table 8 must be modified if they are to properly illustrate the general tax
treatment of an intangible asset that is created by a taxable corporation.
To explain why, recall that the discussion in Section 3 led to the conclu-
sion that no income generated by productive assets, other than certain
intangible assets, will ever-given appropriate tax planning-be subject
to the corporate income tax. Nevertheless, the discussion in Section 4 led
to the conclusion that the corporate income tax is not dead, because there
is no general ability to keep the income generated by certain ephemeral
intangible assets out of its reach. Thus, taken together, the conclusion is
that while there may not be a lot of taxable income that will inexorably
find itself subject to the corporate income tax, there will be some. That
simple fact can change the whole calculus of Table 8.
Suppose that Bubba Co. is a taxable corporation that is also a taxpayer.
For example, Bubba Co. financed the purchase of all of its assets other
than its initial quantum of workforce-in-place and going concern value
with debt, but it financed a purchase of 75.81 of such ephemeral intangi-
ble assets with equity.37 After eight years have passed, Bubba Co. will
have sheltered as much of the return generated by its start-up expenses as
it will be able to. Therefore, its entire annual pre-tax cash flow of 10 now
becomes taxable. Accordingly, Bubba Co. can collect the 10 of pre-tax
cash flow, pay 3 of corporate income tax (at its 30% tax rate), distribute a
fully taxable dividend of 7, and watch its marginal shareholder pay an
additional 1.05 of individual income tax (at her 15% tax rate). Alterna-
tively, it can pursue any other strategy that will put the same 5.95 of after-
tax value into the hands of its shareholders. And there is an obvious such
strategy! It can spend its 10 of annual pre-tax cash on the creation of
goodwill, provided that such goodwill generates a perpetual pre-tax cash
flow of 1 per annum (that is, the goodwill asset must look exactly like 1/10
of the asset generally described in Section 1). Why? The goodwill expen-
diture, by virtue of being immediately deductible, will both shelter and
use up the entirety of Bubba Co.'s 10 of pre-tax cash. This expenditure,
37. See supra note 34.
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in turn, will allow Bubba Co. to collect 1 of annual pre-tax cash flow, pay
0.3 of corporate income tax (at its 30% tax rate), distribute a fully taxable
dividend of 0.7, and watch its marginal shareholder pay an additional
0.105 of individual income tax (at her 15% tax rate) in perpetuity. Thus,
the expenditure provides Bubba Co.'s shareholder with a perpetual an-
nual after-tax cash flow of 0.595. This annuity is worth 5.95.
Therefore, Bubba Co.'s purchase of goodwill is illustrated in Table 8 if,
and only if, Bubba Co.'s purchase is not only financed by equity, but by
new equity. If instead, Bubba Co.'s purchase of goodwill is financed ei-
ther out of pre-tax income (as in the prior paragraph) or out of retained
earnings,38 the purchase is illustrated in Table 7. In other words, not all
equity is identical: new equity bears a cost that old equity does not,
namely the entire cost of the ultimate tax on dividends. This result is
simply a restatement of the so-called "new view" of dividend taxation.39
VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The universe of productive assets can be broken into three groups.
First, there are ephemeral and quasi-ephemeral intangible assets that
have as their defining characteristic that they are valueless apart from the
business which makes use of them, and must, as a consequence, be owned
and financed directly by such business. Second, there are intangible as-
sets other than ephemeral or quasi-ephemeral intangible assets; this
group includes all intangible assets that can have a value apart from the
business which makes use of them. Consequently, they can be owned or
financed by some other business. Third, there are all wholly tangible as-
sets and these, like intangible assets that are not ephemeral or quasi-
ephemeral, can generally be owned or financed by a business other than
the business which makes use of them.
As is the case with any classification scheme, the boundaries of this
scheme can be fuzzy. In particular, it is possible to take the view (as some
businesses do) that trademarks and trade names can have independent
value and, as a consequence, can be owned by a business other than the
business making use of them.40 If true, this would move them from the
first group to the second. But I think it is not true. The problem with
having a trademark or trade name owned by a truly separate business
from the one making use of the trademark or trade name is that the
user's interests will diverge from the owner's in a way that is not readily
amenable to solution. Thus, the user may find it profitable to attempt to
make a quick killing by selling inferior merchandise, which attempt will
38. If the purchase is financed out of pre-tax income, Bubba Co. will not in fact report
any taxable income, and hence will have no earnings that it can retain. If the purchase is
financed out of retained earnings, Bubba Co. will generate a net operating loss, which it
can carry back to obtain a refund of its prior tax payments (as it must be able to do in order
to make the requisite expenditure).
39. George R. Zodrow, On the "Traditional" and "New" View of Dividend Taxation,
44 NAT'L TAX J. 497 (1991).
40. Geoffrey, Inc. v. S.C. Tax Comm'n, 437 S.E.2d 13, 15 (S.C. 1993).
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wreck the value of the owner's property; in turn, the owner may find it
profitable to cease to make any investment in the trademarks or trade
names in the hope or belief that the user will directly or indirectly pick up
the slack. Inevitably, this ownership structure will lead to the destruction
of the trademark or trade name's value.
Somewhat imperfectly, current tax law applies the following basic rules
to productive assets (in each case, under the assumptions, including the
tax rates, used in this paper). First, ephemeral and quasi-ephemeral in-
tangible assets are generally taxed at an effective rate ranging from 0% to
15%; 0% applies if such asset is created and forever remains outside of
taxable corporate solution, as well as if such asset is created inside taxable
corporate solution but is financed either by debt or by making use of pre-
tax income or retained earnings. On the other hand, 9.32% or 10.57%
applies if such asset is created outside of taxable corporate solution but is
ultimately transferred into taxable corporate solution. Finally, if such as-
set is created inside taxable corporate solution and is financed by new
equity, 15% applies. 41 Second, intangible assets other than ephemeral
and quasi-ephemeral intangible assets are generally taxed at an effective
rate of 0%. Such assets, whether created inside or outside of taxable cor-
porate solution, are generally created by immediately deductible expendi-
tures which, in the case of a taxable corporate owner, can effectively be
debt-financed (since a creditor will receive a security interest in an asset
that it can foreclose upon). Third, tangible assets are generally taxed at
an effective rate that is greater than 0% (since costs incurred to create
such assets must generally be capitalized and recovered by means of de-
preciation deductions) but less than 30% (since depreciation deductions
are generally accelerated to a greater or lesser degree). Of course, to the
extent that such assets are owned by taxable corporations and are fi-
nanced by new equity, a higher effective tax rate, including perhaps a tax
rate in excess of 30%, can apply.42
Applying the reasoning of Section 2 to these results, it is possible to
arrive at the conclusion that it would be best if the income generated by
productive assets were taxed at effective tax rates that were uniformly
somewhat greater than 0% but that were never greater than 30%. That
is, it would be best if the extreme effective tax rates-O% on the low side
and over 30% on the high side-were banished. This "ideal" can be ap-
proached, but not reached, by doing away with statutory provisions or
administrative practices that have the effect of expanding or enforcing
the application of extreme effective rates. Thus, in the case of intangible
assets in general, and of ephemeral and quasi-ephemeral intangible assets
in particular, any tax rule that makes it easy to achieve a 0% effective tax
41. There is actually one more possibility: 24.19% applies if such asset is created by an
equity-financed start-up corporation.
42. The "new view" analysis applied above to the creation of goodwill can apply as
well to the purchase of other assets. In general, if such assets are financed out of pre-tax
income or retained earnings, a taxable corporation can afford to spend exactly the same
amount for such assets as can a purchaser other than a taxable corporation.
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rate with respect to such assets should be abolished, and any tax law
change that makes it easier to achieve a 0% effective tax rate with respect
to such assets should be resisted. In particular, any attempt to repeal the
"classic" corporate income tax regime, with its potential for double taxa-
tion, should be resisted. And, in the case of tangible assets, any tax rule
that makes it difficult to achieve self-integration with respect to such as-
sets should be abolished, and any tax law change that makes it more diffi-
cult to achieve self-integration with respect to such assets should be
resisted. In particular, any attempt to limit the classification of financial
instruments as "debt instruments" or to limit the tax efficacy of various
types of so-called derivatives should be resisted.
Beyond adopting or maintaining such obvious "hands-off" metapoli-
cies, Congress could enact various incremental "improvements" to the
code. For example, it could expand the reach of current corporate in-
come tax exemptions for businesses that are deemed to be incapable of
owning assets subject to a 0% effective tax rate, thereby preventing the
potential imposition of effective tax rates in excess of 30%. The trick is to
find businesses that by their very nature are incapable of generating sig-
nificant amounts of goodwill (or more broadly of creating significant
amounts of intangible assets). For example, real estate businesses may
generate apparently excess returns because of the location of their real
estate, but not because of the presence of goodwill. Accordingly, Con-
gress has taken real estate businesses out of the double tax realm. 43 Simi-
larly, certain commodity businesses, particularly businesses engaged in
natural resource extraction, are generally incapable of creating significant
amounts of intangible assets. Accordingly, Congress has taken businesses
engaged in natural resource extraction out of the double tax realm." Fi-
nally, investment businesses, such as mutual funds, are also generally in-
capable of creating significant amounts of intangible assets.45
Accordingly, Congress has taken these businesses out of the double tax
realm.46 Notwithstanding the obviously undesirable complexity that has
accompanied the various Congressional enactments exempting these
businesses from the corporate income tax, the results have been appropri-
43. An entity that is engaged solely in the real estate business can qualify as a real
estate investment trust, or REIT, and is effectively exempt from the corporate income tax,
even if such entity is publicly-traded. See I.R.C. § 856-60 (West 2006).
44. A partnership or limited liability company that is engaged solely in natural re-
source extraction can qualify as a single-taxed publicly traded partnership, or PTP, not-
withstanding the fact that other publicly-traded partnerships are taxed as C corporations.
See I.R.C. § 7704(c), (d) (West 2004).
45. The truth of this statement is empirical: close-end mutual funds generally trade at
a discount to net asset value, and open-end mutual funds, while not trading at a discount to
net asset value, never trade at a premium. The reason is presumably that managers, even
those adept at "outperforming the market," will take for themselves, in the form of fees, all
future outperformance.
46. Regulated investment companies, or RICs, are effectively exempt from the corpo-
rate income tax. See I.R.C. §§ 851-55 (West 2006). So are real estate mortgage investment
conduits, or REMICs, which are entities that hold portfolios of mortgages. See I.R.C.
§§ 860C, 860D (West 2005).
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ate. Thus, when Congress discovers other businesses incapable of creat-
ing intangible assets, it should consider exempting such businesses from
the corporate income tax.
While one can imagine other incremental improvements that Congress
could make to the tax code, my preference would be for Congress to es-
chew incremental approaches and instead take a headlong plunge to-
wards a more coherent policy. My outline for that policy is as follows.
First, however legally organized, any independent leasing business
would be subject to a single level of tax. For this purpose, a "leasing
business" would be defined as a business that is solely engaged in leasing
certain types of assets, and an "independent leasing business" would be
defined as a leasing business that satisfies certain ownership tests. The
single level of tax could theoretically be imposed directly on the busi-
ness's owners (by means of income allocation as in the current partner-
ship income tax regime), directly on the business (by means of a
''corporate" income tax coupled with a regime allowing corporations to
make tax-free distributions), or in combination (for example, by means of
a "corporate" income tax coupled with a dividends-paid deduction, with
dividends received taxed as ordinary income). The choice would depend
in part on considerations that are beyond the scope of this paper: in par-
ticular, on whether the government believed that it was appropriate to
collect revenue with respect to assets that are directly or indirectly owned
by tax-exempt entities and foreign persons. But the choice would also
depend on whether the government believed it has any stake in a leasing
business's decision whether to currently distribute income. I believe that
the government may have such a stake, for however unlikely it is for a
business solely engaged in asset leasing to generate goodwill, it is more
unlikely if such business does not generally retain income. Thus, I would
adopt the third alternative set forth above, because I believe it would be
the most likely to lead to the current distribution of the greatest amount
of lease income to a leasing business's owners. Thus, in conformity with
the illustrations in this paper, a leasing business would be taxed as a C
corporation, and so would be subject to a 30% tax rate, but it would be
allowed a dividends-paid deduction in any amount up to the amount of its
undistributed taxable income. In particular, if such business currently
distributed all of its taxable income, it would owe no tax. Instead, its
shareholders, the recipients of the distributed income, would be taxed on
such income as if it were ordinary income. Therefore, they would be lia-
ble for a 30% tax on such income.
A leasing business would be allowed to purchase any assets other than
ephemeral or quasi-ephemeral intangible assets. In order to finance its
asset purchases, it would be allowed to issue any desired mix of debt and
equity instruments. (The capital structure is of no interest since a single
level of tax will be imposed irrespective of such capital structure.) Impor-
tantly, since a leasing business is intended to conduct no business other
than asset leasing, it would not be entitled to make use of any of the
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assets that it purchases and owns. Instead, it would be required to lease
all its assets to third-party users.
In order to be considered an independent leasing business, all third-
party users of a leasing business' assets would need to be sufficiently in-
dependent of the leasing business. Such independence would be deter-
mined by means of an ownership test. Thus, a leasing business and an
ultimate user of an asset leased from that business would be considered
independent if, and only if, the owners of the leasing business and the
owners of the ultimate user did not overlap to too great an extent. For
purposes of illustration, I will assume that an overlap in ownership of
more than 50% (measured after applying liberal attribution rules) will be
considered to be too great. Obviously, this is an arbitrary cut-off. To the
extent that the government's primary concern is to ensure that leasing
businesses deal at arms' length with their lessees, a smaller degree of
overlapping ownership would be required. However, to the extent that
the government wants to best guarantee that the corporate income tax is
only imposed on income generated by ephemeral or quasi-ephemeral in-
tangible assets, a greater degree of overlapping ownership (indeed up to
just under 85%) could be tolerated.
Second, every business other than an independent leasing business-
henceforth "operating businesses"-would be treated as a taxable corpo-
ration. In particular, whether an operating business was legally organized
as a corporation, a partnership, a limited liability company, or something
else, it would be taxed as a C corporation is currently taxed. It would
therefore be liable for a 30% tax on its taxable income. And its share-
holders would be liable for a 15% tax on any distributed dividends. In
addition, however, each such operating business would be liable for a
15% tax on any after-tax income it did not currently distribute; this tax
would be intended as a prepayment of the marginal shareholders' 15%
tax on distributed after-corporate-tax income and would therefore be
available to such shareholders as a tax credit when such income was actu-
ally distributed. The idea is to place a "corporation" and its shareholders
in exactly the same position whether the corporation retains after-corpo-
rate-tax income or whether it distributes such income and the sharehold-
ers reinvest the after-shareholder-tax distributed amount. Accordingly, a
corporation's 15% tax on undistributed after-corporate-tax income would
never be refundable.4 7 In particular, if a corporation retained after-cor-
porate-tax income in one year, and then had a loss in a subsequent year,
the loss would not create "negative after-corporate-tax income" that
could be carried back to obtain a refund for taxes paid with respect to
prior undistributed after-corporate-tax income. Therefore, the net effect
would be that a "corporation" would face a 30% marginal tax rate with
respect to all positive and negative income, but would face an additional
47. A shareholder who pays tax on a dividend receipt cannot, in general, carry back
subsequent (capital) losses to recover the taxes she paid with respect to the dividend.
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15% tax rate with respect to positive after-corporate-tax income not cur-
rently distributed.
There would be one exception to this general scheme for taxing operat-
ing businesses. To the extent that such a business owned an interest in an
independent leasing business, it would succeed to such independent leas-
ing business's dividends-paid deduction. Thus, when the independent
leasing business distributed income to the operating business, the operat-
ing business would treat the distribution as ordinary income. However,
like the independent leasing business, the operating business would be
entitled to a dividends-paid deduction as and when it distributed such
income to its own shareholders. Naturally, the operating business's
shareholders would treat any such distribution as a distribution of ordi-
nary income.
Finally, no formal limits would be placed on the business activities of
an operating business. In particular, it could purchase assets, including
ephemeral and quasi-ephemeral intangible assets, in its own name. How-
ever, in spite of this flexibility, one formal limit would be placed on the
way in which an operating business was allowed to finance its operations.
The business would be entitled to interest expense deductions only with
respect to acquisition indebtedness (including certain nonrecourse in-
debtedness such as nonrecourse indebtedness secured by inventory or ac-
counts receivable, as such indebtedness effectively substitutes for
acquisition indebtedness). 48
Third, to facilitate transition from the current income tax regime to the
proposed income tax regime, all existing operating businesses would be
allowed to transfer their tangible assets as well as their purchased intangi-
ble assets that are neither ephemeral nor quasi-ephemeral intangible as-
sets to an independent leasing business in a transaction subject to a tax
toll charge that is greater than zero but less than the amount of tax that
would be due in the event of an arms' length taxable sale of the assets.
Mechanically, the operating business would create a subsidiary and would
transfer to the subsidiary whatever eligible assets it chooses, subject to
such lease terms as it chooses. It would then sell 50% (or more) of such
subsidiary to independent third persons, thereby converting the subsidi-
ary into an independent leasing business. The sale would be treated as a
taxable event, but the conversion of the subsidiary into an independent
leasing business would not be. The tax rate that would be imposed on the
sale would equal 15% of the gross proceeds realized. Moreover, if the
after-tax proceeds were immediately distributed to the operating busi-
ness's shareholders, this distribution would be treated as a return of capi-
48. Inventory, and hence accounts receivable, can be purchased with cash received
either from the issuance of equity or the issuance of debt. To the extent that it is formally
purchased with cash received from the issuance of equity, but is subsequently pledged as
security for newly-issued debt, the inventory is effectively purchased (in part) with the cash
received from the issuance of such debt.
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tal rather than as a dividend. 49 The reason for imposing such a partial tax
on the sale/conversion would be to deny the existing shareholders of the
operating business too great a windfall on their creation of the indepen-
dent leasing business.50 The reason for not imposing a full tax on the
sale/conversion would be to encourage operating businesses to adopt the
alternative business structure.
A simple example should help illuminate the operation of the proposed
tax regime. Suppose that Bubba Co. is an operating business that is
wholly funded by equity. In each year, Bubba Co.'s business, taken as a
whole, generates 100 of fully taxable cash flow. In that case, it follows
that Bubba Co.'s equity has a fair market value of 595. See Table 4. Sup-
pose that exactly half of Bubba Co.'s cash flow is generated by tangible
assets and/or intangible assets that are neither ephemeral nor quasi-
ephemeral intangible assets; the remainder is generated by ephemeral or
quasi-ephemeral intangible assets. Thus, prior to the adoption of the pro-
posed tax regime, each of these groups of assets has a fair market value
(when embedded in taxable corporate solution) of 297.50.
Suppose, in response to the adoption of the proposed tax regime,
Bubba Co. decides to transfer all of its eligible assets to a 50%-owned
independent leasing business. Such business would have a fair market
value of 350. See Table 3. Thus, Bubba Co. would be able to sell 50% of
such business for 175. After the 15% tax toll charge (that is, 26.25) was
imposed on Bubba Co.'s sales proceeds, Bubba Co. would be able to dis-
tribute 148.75 to its shareholders. This amount is precisely the amount
that shareholders valued the portion of Bubba Co.'s business that they no
longer directly or indirectly own. Of course, although the sale of 50% of
the leasing business produces no windfall, the retention of 50% of the
leasing business does. That is, the value that Bubba Co.'s shareholders
will receive from the retained 50% of the leasing business is 175, which is
greater than the 148.75 that they would have received under prior law.
Once the 50%-owned independent leasing business was created, Bubba
Co. would lease such business's assets. Since Bubba Co. generated 100 of
fully taxable cash flow per annum prior to adopting its new structure, and
since the mere adoption of such structure would have no impact on
Bubba Co.'s underlying business, it follows that Bubba Co. and the leas-
ing business, when considered as a whole, will continue to generate 100 of
fully taxable cash flow per annum. Moreover, an arms' length arrange-
ment would cause this cash flow to be divided equally between Bubba
Co. and the leasing business. That is, the fair market lease rate would be
49. Alternatively, if the operating business was publicly traded, it could distribute 50%
(or more) of the subsidiary to its widely-scattered shareholders. Such distribution would
be taxed exactly like the sale described in the text.
50. For example, if the nondepreciable asset illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 found itself in
taxable corporate solution, such asset's beneficial owners would currently receive 59.50 of
value from such asset. However, if the asset could be moved to a single-taxed entity with-
out the imposition of any tax, such asset's beneficial owners would receive value of 70.00
from such asset. No good reason exists to give them so great a windfall.
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whatever rate allowed the leasing business to generate exactly 50 of fully
taxable cash flow per annum. Suppose, in fact, that Bubba Co. and the
leasing business adopt this lease rate. In that case, as illustrated in Table
17, shareholders of Bubba Co. and the independent leasing business
would, in the aggregate, receive 64.75 of annual after-tax cash.
TABLE 17: LEASING BUSINESS RECEIVES FAIR
LEASE PAYMENTS
Leasing Business
50% Independent 50% Bubba Co.
Ownership Ownership Bubba Co. Total
base taxable income 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
dividends paid deduction (25.00) (25.00) (50.00)





















If Bubba Co. paid an above-market amount on the lease, so that, for
example, the leasing business generated 55 of fully taxable cash flow per
annum, shareholders of Bubba Co. and the independent leasing business,
viewed in the aggregate, would be better off (they would receive aggre-
gate after-tax cash of 65.27 rather than of 64.75). However, Bubba Co.'s
shareholders, viewed separately, would be worse off (they would receive
after-tax cash of 46.02 rather than of 47.25).51 See Table 18. In effect,
Bubba Co.'s above-market payment would succeed in moving income
from a double-taxed to a single-taxed environment, but would do so only
at the cost of harming Bubba Co.'s shareholders (and its managers, to the
extent such managers earned performance-based compensation). Ac-
cordingly, Bubba Co. would have no incentive to try to shift income in
this way.
51. If 1 of pre-tax income is earned by the leasing business, Bubba Co.'s shareholders
will receive (1-x)*(1-to,) of after-tax cash, where x is the fraction (here 50%) of the leasing
business that is independently owned and to! is the ordinary income tax rate of the margi-
nal shareholder (here 30%). On the other hand, if 1 of pre-tax income is earned by Bubba
Co., its shareholders will receive (1-tcoRP)*(1-tD1v) of after-tax cash, where tCORP is the
corporate tax rate (here 30%) and tojv is the dividend tax rate of the marginal shareholder
(here 15%). Thus, so long as the fraction of independent ownership of the leasing business
exceeds the dividend tax rate, Bubba Co.'s shareholders will be worse off by moving in-




TABLE 18: LEASING BUSINESS RECEIVES ABOVE-MARKET
LEASE PAYMENTS
Leasing Business
50% Independent 50% Bubba Co.
Ownership Ownership Bubba Co. Total
base taxable income 27.50 27.50 45.00 100.00
dividends paid deduction (27.50) (27.50) (55.00)
dividends received 27.50 27.50
base taxable income 72.50 72.50
dividends paid deduction (27.50) (27.50)
taxable income - - 45.00 45.00
corporate income tax - - (13.50) (13.50)
shareholder ordinary
income 27.50 27.50 55.00
shareholder ordinary
income tax (8.25) (8.25) (16.50)
shareholder dividend 31.50 31.50
shareholder dividend tax (4.73) (4.73)
after-tax cash 19.25 46.02 65.27
On the other hand, if Bubba Co. paid a below-market amount on the
lease, so that the independent leasing business generated 45 of fully taxa-
ble cash flow per annum, shareholders of Bubba Co. and the independent
leasing business, viewed in the aggregate, would be worse off (they would
receive aggregate after-tax cash of 64.22 rather than of 64.75), but Bubba
Co.'s shareholders, viewed separately, would be better off (they would
receive after-tax cash of 48.47 rather than of 47.25). See Table 19. While
Bubba Co. may be privately motivated to follow this strategy, the govern-
ment should not be particularly concerned since its revenues would in-
crease. Moreover, it is unlikely that Bubba Co. would find it in its long-
term interest to pursue such a strategy: if it strong arms its independent
leasing businesses, investors would cease to be willing to finance such
businesses, and thus Bubba Co. would cease to be able to make use of
such businesses to finance its own operations. The long term net effect
would be that Bubba Co. would be forced to finance its asset acquisitions




TABLE 19: LEASING BUSINESS RECEIVES BELOW-MARKET
LEASE PAYMENTS
Leasing Business
50% Independent 50% Bubba Co.
Ownership Ownership Bubba Co. Total
base taxable income 22.50 22.50 55.00 100.00
dividends paid deduction (22.50) (22.50) (45.00)
dividends received 22.50 22.50
base taxable income 77.50 77.50
dividends paid deduction (22.50) (22.50)
taxable income - - 55.00 55.00
corporate income tax - - (16.50) (16.50)
shareholder ordinary
income 22.50 22.50 45.00
shareholder ordinary
income tax (6.75) (6.75) (13.50)
shareholder dividend 38.50 38.50
shareholder dividend tax (5.78) (5.78)
after-tax cash 15.75 48.47 64.22
Thus, leases between operating businesses and independent leasing
businesses should, in general, proceed under arms' length terms. All else
being equal, Bubba Co.'s managers would want to make the lowest possi-
ble lease payments, so as to maximize both Bubba Co.'s shareholders'
returns and their own performance-based compensation. However, by
squeezing such lease payments too much, the managers would increase
the aggregate cost of the capital used in Bubba Co.'s business and this
would generally make it more difficult for Bubba Co. to finance its busi-
ness in the future.
While this interplay of short-term and long-term incentives would act
as a restraint on Bubba Co.'s managers, the managers of the independent
leasing business would not necessarily feel similarly restrained. If such
leasing business were truly independent, its managers would observe that
Bubba Co. would be willing to make lease payments in any amount re-
quested, so long as Bubba Co. had no effective ability to rapidly replace
the leasing business's assets. Whether or not Bubba Co. had the effective
ability to rapidly replace such assets would depend a lot on the form of
the lease. Thus, if Bubba Co. and the leasing business entered into multi-
ple leases covering smallish groups of assets, Bubba Co. would generally
not find itself at the mercy of the leasing business. On the other hand, if
Bubba Co. and the leasing business entered into a single lease covering
the entirety of Bubba Co.'s assets, Bubba Co. might well find itself at the
mercy of the leasing business. In such case, the leasing business could
successfully request lease payments that not only reflected the fair mar-
ket value of its own assets, but that reflected the fair market value of
some or all of Bubba Co.'s ephemeral and quasi-ephemeral intangible
assets as well. Fortunately, this problem is more theoretical than real: as
the owner of 50% of the leasing business's stock, Bubba Co. should ulti-
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mately retain the ability to ensure that such leasing business does not
take unfair advantage. Indeed, it is precisely to facilitate the formation
and smooth operation of independent leasing businesses that I set the
independence threshold at 50% and would, moreover, consider raising it
further still.52
Moving from mechanics to problem solving, my proposed tax regime
would solve a number of the problems identified in Sections 3 and 5.
First, it would level the playing field for the use of depreciable assets by
abolishing the existence of stand-alone single-taxed operating businesses,
while allowing all businesses, including taxable corporations, to purchase
an unlimited amount of depreciable assets through affiliated entities that
are single-taxed, even when such entities are financed in part or in whole
with equity. Thus, at the end of the day, there would be no reason for any
depreciable asset to be subject to anything other than single taxation.
Second, the proffered tax regime would reduce, but not entirely elimi-
nate, the ability of taxpayers to create productive intangible assets that
are potentially subject to taxation at a 0% effective rate. In part, it would
do this by abolishing the tax exemption of operating businesses legally
organized as partnerships, limited liability companies and S corporations.
These entities would all be forced to play by the same income tax rules as
C corporations. Moreover, the regime would prevent the only remaining
single-taxed entities, that is, independent leasing businesses, from creat-
ing intangible assets, since such creation is manifestly not leasing activity.
While independent leasing businesses would be allowed to own intangible
assets other than ephemeral or quasi-ephemeral intangible assets, they
would generally be required to acquire such assets at their fair market
value.53 Thus, these assets would be functionally indistinguishable from
any other assets subject to depreciation; they would in fact be amortiza-
ble. 54 In particular, such assets would not be undertaxed within the
meaning of Section 5.
It follows that all intangible assets would be created by double-taxed
operating businesses. 55 Of course, an operating business could still at-
tempt to create intangible assets in such a way that the assets are effec-
tively untaxed. Thus, rather than financing the creation of such intangible
assets through the issuance of new equity, an operating business could try
to finance the creation through the issuance of debt. However, this gam-
52. See supra note 51 (demonstrating that the independence threshold should not
climb to 85%. Moreover, a threshold sufficiently close to 85% would also likely prove
problematic in practice).
53. An operating business has no incentive to sell an intangible asset to an affiliated
independent leasing business for less than fair market value for the reason illustrated in
Table 18 above; while income is ultimately shifted from a double tax to a single tax envi-
ronment, it is more importantly and more significantly also shifted away from the operat-
ing business's owners.
54. See I.R.C. § 197 (West 2004).
55. I ignore the possibility that an individual can create an intangible asset with cur-




bit would be unsuccessful since under the foregoing rules, the operating
business would be denied any interest deductions that are not attributa-
ble to acquisition indebtedness. Alternatively, the operating business
could attempt to finance the creation of intangible assets by making use
of retained after-corporate-tax income. However, by virtue of the 15%
tax that is levied on undistributed after-corporate-tax income, such in-
come will cost the operating business exactly the same amount as would
newly-issued equity. 56 Finally, the operating business could attempt to
finance the creation of intangible assets by making use of pre-tax income
that has not yet become after-corporate-tax income. The operating busi-
ness could constantly monitor its pre-tax income and could invest such
income in the creation of intangible assets as such income is being gener-
ated. This strategy, alas, would continue to be successful: any amount of
pre-tax income that is spent in an immediately deductible way will never
turn into taxable income, and thus so will never give rise to after-corpo-
rate-tax income that is subject, if not distributed, to the 15% tax on undis-
tributed earnings.
Nonetheless, the bottom line is that the proposed tax regime would
solve many, although not all, of the problems created by the current in-
consistent rules for the taxation of productive assets. Accordingly, I
strenuously urge that the adoption of such a regime be given serious
consideration.
56. For example, pre-tax corporate income of 100 will produce after-corporate-tax in-
come of 70, but only if such income is immediately distributed. If, instead, the income is
retained, the operating business will pay an additional 10.5 of tax as a prepayment of the
ultimate shareholder tax on dividend distributions, and thus will have only 59.5 in its cof-
fers. If the operating business now uses this after-corporate-tax retained income to make
the maximum possible expenditure with respect to the creation of an intangible asset, it
will be able to make an expenditure of exactly 85. The reason is that an expenditure of 85
will generate an immediate deduction of 85 that the operating business can carry back to
offset 85 of taxable income from the prior tax period, leading to a tax refund of 25.5. This
refund, when combined with the retained cash of 59.5, will finance the expenditure. Thus,
59.5 of retained after-corporate-tax income would allow the operating business to spend
exactly the same amount on the creation of an intangible asset as does 59.5 of newly-issued
equity. See Tbl. 8.
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